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Abstract

Solar energy is a time dependent, high-temperature radiant energy resource.
The utility of a solar thermal energy system increases if the hot temperature
source is available when it is needed most. This is realized by the thermal
storage of the solar energy. Thermal storage gives greater versatility to a solar
energy system by decoupling the heat source from the heat sink. A large
quantity of energy may be stored during the melting process in a phase change
material (PCM) within a small temperature range. This molten PCM can then
deliver its absorbed heat at a constant temperature in a heating application. In
this study a phase change storage system (PCS) is developed and proposed for
a solar water heating application. This PCS system stores more heat per unit
mass than would be possible with water across the same temperature range.
The heat transfer rate in and out of many PCMs is slow because of the low
thermal conductivity of the PCM. However, heat transfer enhancers (HTE),
such as heat pipes and fins may be added to enhance heat absorption and heat
removal rates. Heat pipes have the inherent capability to transfer heat at high
rates across large distances, even where the temperature difference is small.

In this thesis a description is given of a PCS system consisting of paraffin
wax as the PCM and which uses rectangular heat pipes in conjunction with
aluminium fins to enhance heat transfer. The storage design is modular and
each module has the characteristic that enhanced heat transfer in and out
of the PCM is possible when the module is heated or cooled. It also has the
capability to quickly absorb or alternatively to supply heat at a nearly constant
temperature during the phase change of the module.

A rectangular module was designed and built. The module was then analysed
under controlled heat absorption and heat removal cycles. The heat up experi-
ment involved an electrical kettle as the hot temperature source. The heat sink
was a mains water heat exchanger. The experimental results were compared
to those of a transient numerical model, which calculates theoretically how the
module will perform thermally under the given test conditions. The numerical
model of the experimental set-up was validated when it was found that the
numerical model results resemble the experimental results. The numerical
model was then adapted to simulate a novel solar water heater (SWH) with
an additional PCS container. The improvement over previous designs is that
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the additional storage container can be heated to a higher temperature than
the allowable geyser temperature. The system also heats up and cools down
at a faster rate than would be possible without the HTEs. From the numerical
simulation the size and performance of such a system is determined. This
numerical analysis indicated that a phase change storage system in a SWH
application will increase the hot water delivered by a given solar collector
and geyser by increasing the storage capacity and by heating up the geyser
overnight for early morning hot water use.

Keywords: Experimental comparative measurements, heat transfer enhancers,
numerical modelling, phase change material, rectangular heat pipe, solar water
heating.
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Uittreksel

Son energie is ‘n tyd afhanklike, hoë temperatuur radiasie energiebron. Die
bruikbaarheid van ‘n sontermiese energie sisteem verhoog indien die hoë tem-
peratuur bron beskikbaar is wanneer dit die meeste benodig word. Dit kan
verwesenlik word deur die sonenergie termies te stoor. Termiese storing bied
groter veelsydigheid aan ‘n sontermiese stelsel deur effektief die hittebron te
ontkoppel van die hitte sink. ‘n Groot hoeveelheid energie kan, gedurende
die smeltingsproses in ‘n faseveranderingsmateriaal binne ‘n nou temperatu-
urband gestoor word. Hierdie gesmelte materiaal kan weer op sy beurt in
die waterverhittingstoepassing, die geabsorbeerde hitte teen ‘n konstante tem-
peratuur oordra. In hierdie studie word ‘n sonwaterverwarmer stelsel wat
aangepas is deur ‘n addisionele latente hittestoor daaraan te heg, voorges-
tel. Hierdie faseverandering hittestoor kan meer hitte stoor as wat water
in dieselfde temperatuur band sou kon. Die hitteoordrag tempo na en van
baie van die faseveranderingsmateriale (FVM) is egter as gevolg van die lae
termiese geleidingskoëfisient, stadig. Hierdie eienskap kan gelukkig verbeter
word deur hittepype en hitteoordrag verhogings materiaal soos vinne by te
voeg. Hittepype het die inherente eienskap om hitte teen ‘n hoë tempo oor
groot afstande, oor te dra, selfs oor ‘n klein temperatuurverskil.

In hierdie tesis word ‘n ondersoek rakende ‘n faseverandering storingsisteem
wat bestaan uit paraffien was as die FVM en reghoekige hittepype wat te same
met met aluminium finne gebruik word om die hitteoordragtempo te verhoog,
beskryf. Die stoorontwerp is modulêr en elke module het die kenmerk van
hoë hitteoordrag na en van die FVM. Die module het verder ook die eienskap
om vining hitte te absorbeer of hitte af te gee. Dit gebeur teen ‘n konstante
temperatuur gedurende die faseverandering van die FVM.

Presies so ‘n reghoekige module is ontwerp en gebou en onder beheerde hitte
absorbering- en hitte verwyderingsiklusse analiseer. Tydens die verhittings
eksperiment is ‘n elektriese ketel van gebruik gemaak wat gedien het as die
hoë temperatuur bron. Die hitte sink was ‘n hitteruiler wat kraanwater van ‘n
konstante hoogte tenk ontvang het. Die resultate van die volledige toets is met
die resultate van tydafhanklike numeriese model vergelyk. Hierdie numeriese
model bereken teoreties wat die module se storing verrigting onder gegewe
toets omstandighede sal wees. Die numeriese model se resultate het goed
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vergelyk met die resultate van die eksperimente. Die numeriese model van die
module is toe aangepas om ‘n sonwaterverwarmer met addisionele stoortenk
wat fase verandering materiaal gebruik, te simuleer. Hierdie ontwerp is anders
as vorige ontwerpe in die sin dat hoër temperature as wat die warmwatertoestel
kan hanteer, in die faseverandering storingstenk, bereik kan word. Die sisteem
kan ook as gevolg van die hitteoordrag verhoging materiaal, vinniger verhit
of afkoel en teen ‘n vinniger tempo. Die simulasie van die sonwaterverwarmer
met FVM word gebruik om die grootte en verrigting van die sisteem te bepaal.
Hierdie numeriese model toon aan dat wanneer ‘n addisionele faseverandering
storingstelsel in ‘n sonwaterverwarmer toepassing gebruik word, die warm
water wat die verbruiker uit die sisteem kan verkry, kan verhoog. Die rede
hiervoor is dat meer hitte gestoor kan word, wat beskikbaar gemaak word aan
die warm water tenk.

Sleutelwoorde: Eksperimentele vergelykende metings, hitte oordrag ver-
snellers, numeriese modellering, faseveranderingsmateriaal, reghoekige hittepyp,
sonwaterverwarming.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the light of increasing electricity prices in South Africa, solar water heaters
(SWH) has attracted renewed attention from consumers and industry alike.
The reason being that electric water heating accounts for between 30%-50% of
the domestic energy sector(Eskom, s.a.). Solar water heaters are becoming
a common sight in South Africa, since Eskom, the electricity supplier in
South Africa, gave a rebate on 38 000 high pressure and 84 000 low pressure
systems between 2008 and 2011, resulting in energy savings of approximately
60GWh/annum and in 54.9 kt/annum savings of CO2 emissions (Eskom, s.a.).

1.1 Sensible solar water heater background

Solar water heaters are composed of a solar collector to absorb the solar energy
and convert it to heat, and a hot water container, also called a geyser, to store
the heat in a sensible form. Thus the more heat collected, the hotter the water
in the geyser will become. Some pressurised solar geysers have the capability
of storing water at high temperatures, which increases the amount of energy
that can be stored in the geyser. These geysers are connected to a tempering
valve that prohibits flashing to steam or delivering too hot water at the outlet.
Low pressure geysers do not have this advantage since the water boils at a
lower temperature and therefore less energy can be stored in such geysers. It
is inherently safer to keep the water in the geyser below a temperature of 76 ◦C
to prohibit the risk of scalding the end user at the outlet.

The limiting parameters of a sensible SWH are the size and the operating
pressure of the geyser, and the type and size of the solar collector, which limit
how much energy can be absorbed and stored in the geyser. The outlet geyser
water only needs to be heated to a temperature of 40 ◦C when used by the
end user. It is required to store the absorbed solar thermal energy because
of the relatively slow solar heating that occurs during the course of the day,
compared to the quick rate of hot water use, which occur mostly at night or
early morning.

1
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1.2 Latent solar water heater background

Another possible method to store some of the collected heat is to store it in
latent form. This means that a phase change material (PCM), for example,
paraffin wax, is used as the intermediate thermal storage material. The ad-
vantages of using such an intermediate storage material are that more energy
may be stored per unit mass of storage material and it can be stored at a
lower temperature than the same mass of water would require. The sensible
SWH system and the proposed SWH system with additional phase change
storage (PCS) is indicated in Figure 1.1. The PCS system is placed above the
solar collector to ensure that heat can only be transferred from the collector
to the PCS system. A pump is used to transfer heat from the PCS system
to the geyser when required. In this set-up the PCS may be heated to very
high temperatures (synthetic wax can be heated up to 250 ◦C without thermal
degradation), thereby storing more energy in the PCM that may be transferred
to the geyser at a later time. The internal energy comparison between water
and paraffin wax is shown graphically in Figure 1.2. The wax can store four
times more energy (400 kJ/kg in the wax versus 100 kJ/kg in the water) than
water in a typical SWH application. This is deduced from the assumption that
the water is set by the thermostat in the geyser to a maximum temperature of
65 ◦C and the wax in an unpressurised container is heated to 140 ◦C. Of course
the water can also be stored at 140 ◦C at which temperature the material’s
internal energy is the same, taking 45 ◦C as reference, but then the water
would be required to be stored in a pressure vessel and there is the added risk
that the water can flash to steam at the outlet. The advantage is that the
wax can be stored in an unpressurised container at a much hotter temperature
than would be the case with the same amount of water. Another advantage is
that the PCM stores most of its energy at a constant temperature, which will
result in a constant heat removal rate during the heat removal cycle. This is a
very sought after property in thermal energy storage systems. Therefore, there
is inherent potential in using phase change materials in solar thermal heating
applications. They are capable of storing additional energy at the required
intermediate storage temperature in solar heating systems. This additional
energy should however be stored and released at a sufficient rate. In the SWH
application the final test of how well this system works must in some way
be related to how much hot water (above 35 ◦C) is delivered to the end user
compared to the cost of the system. Then this can be compared with the case
of present sensible systems.

The PCS system should be composed of an inherently safe phase change
container, which is in some way connected directly or indirectly to the solar
collector and the geyser. This system must be able to exchange heat at a
sufficient rate to heat up the hot water tank quickly enough. This must be
done shortly after hot water has been extracted from the geyser by the end
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Figure 1.1. a)The layout of a typical direct sensible SWH system as well as
b)a SWH system with an additional PCS system.

user. During a shower, for example, cold water flows into the geyser and the
backup electric power supply is then normally switched on to heat this cold
mains water, especially if the hot water is used in the early morning or late
in the evening, which is usually the case. But if there is an additional latent
heat store, this can be utilised to heat up the geyser. This means less electric
energy will be used because the backup electric element needs to be switched
on for a shorter period of time. This system holds the potential to decrease the
electricity used during peak electricity use periods, by using the PCS system
to heat up the water during peak periods, while increasing the hot water that
can be delivered by the solar thermal system.

The review conducted by Hasnain (1998) and summarised in Table 1.1 com-
pared materials that either store heat in a sensible or in a latent form on a
volume and mass basis. He found that it is advantageous to use a PCM as
a thermal heat storage material. The good physical properties of the organic
PCMs make them preferable to inorganic PCMs. The reasons include their
latent heat of fusion being very high and close to that of inorganic PCMs. Also
only 25% more mass will be required to obtain the same amount of storage.
Furthermore, no extra precautions, such as adding nucleating agents, need
to be taken and congruent melting can be achieved for many cycles without
thermal degradation. Organic PCMs are also non-corrosive to metals. The
organic PCM is therefore very suitable for thermal storage at low temperatures.

Research has already been conducted, which is further described in Section
1.5, on various systems that incorporate a PCM as latent heat thermal storage.
The characteristics of the heat transfer systems can be controlled to a certain
extent by designing them to have sufficient heat exchanger area exposed to the

3
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PCM and by choosing a suitable phase change material. A suitable PCM is
chosen by considering different PCMs melting temperature Tm, specific heat
coefficient cp, latent heat of fusion hsl, thermal conductivity k and density
change between phases ρs and ρl.

In the design of a PCS system the components considered are the PCM
described in Section 2.4 and the heat transfer enhancers (HTE), described
in Section 2.5. The main parameters to consider in the material selection and
geometry of the system are a phase change material with a reasonable melting
point (high enough to sufficiently heat the cold incoming water) and to choose
a geometry comprising of PCM and HTEs that will ensure that the heat is
absorbed at a sufficient rate and that it can be extracted at a sufficient rate in
order to be useful in a solar water heating application. Numerical analysis will
be used in modelling the set-up. The numerical model will calculate the rate
of heat transfer into and from a latent heat thermal storage unit. The model
will take into account the intricate fin geometry, heat pipes and PCM that
change phase during heat absorption and heat removal cycles. An analytical
approach would be too limited to capture the physical phenomena that occur
during the transient heat transfer processes accurately enough.

To achieve the main objective of designing a viable PCS system, the system
needs to be analysed numerically in order make it possible to grasp the inner
workings of the system during operation. Such a theoretical model is set up
and described in Chapter 3 which uses the components chosen in the concept
design described in Section 1.6.

1.3 The objectives of the thesis project

The objectives of the thesis are set out as follows:

Table 1.1. Comparison of various heat storage media; ∆T= 15 ◦C (Hasnain,
1998)

Heat Storage Material
Sensible Heat Storage PCS

Property Rock Water Organic Inorganic
Latent heat of fusion (kJ/kg) - - 190 230
Specific heat (kJ/kg K) 1.0 4.2 2 2
Density (kg/m3) 2240 1000 800 1600
Mass for storing 300 kWh (kg) 67000 16000 5300 4350
Relative mass 15 4 1.25 1
Volume for storing 300 kWh (m3) 30 16 6.6 2.7
Relative volume 11 6 2.5 1
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Figure 1.2. The internal energy of water compared to paraffin wax with a
melting temperature Tm of 59 ◦C.

1. To describe the work already undertaken in the field of solar-powered
latent heat storage systems. See Section 1.5 and Chapter 2;

2. Using the existing designs as a point of departure, a novel design will be
suggested in Section 1.6;

3. To describe the development and manufacturing of a PCS module and
how it was analysed numerically. This is done in Chapters 3 and 4 to con-
vey the design of the modular PCS system and the analysis undertaken
to quantify its performance;

4. To analyse the results obtained from the experimental and numerical
analysis and to compare the experimental results to the numerical results.
These results will be described fully in Chapter 5;

5. To conduct a numerical system analysis of a solar collector, solar geyser
and additional PCS system (described in Section 3.10)to quantify how
well such a system will work to make a solar collector system deliver more
hot water while using less electric energy. The results of this numerical
system analysis is given in Section 5.3.

1.4 The design objectives of the PCS system

The design objectives are to design a modular thermal storage unit and calcu-
late its thermal response numerically. The heat transfer to and from the PCS
module must be enhanced to such a degree that the application, where many
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modules are incorporated into a PCS system, can be extended to either solar
water heating, or to other applications at higher operating temperatures and
thereby using different fin materials and higher melting PCM where thermal
storage and enhanced heat transfer is required for successful operation.

The main objective is to develop a solar water heating system that incorporates
additional PCS material to improve the hot water output from a given solar
geyser and collector system. The designed system must be able to extract
heat at a sufficient rate, because the natural tendency in these systems is for
the heat transfer rate to decrease as a solid layer of PCM develops on the
piping and fins during the heat removal phase, as noted from the experimental
analysis conducted by Mettawee and Assassa (2006). Their integral PCS SWH
is further described in Section 1.5. The designed system must also agree with
the theoretical simulation model to the extent that the main heat transfer
mechanisms agree. In the case of the melting or otherwise solidification of the
phase change material, the natural convection currents must be suppressed
sufficiently so that the robust conduction model may be utilised for the tran-
sient analysis of the system. To achieve this main objective the following
sub-objectives have been set:

1. Set up experimental PCS modules and test their performance for certain
input conditions and load cases.

2. Set up a simulation model that calculates the thermal performance under
similar conditions to those experienced during the experimental test set-
ups.

3. Use both the experimental and numerical results to compare and verify
that the numerical simulation is calculating reasonable results.

4. Use the numerical simulation model and adapt it to describe a solar
thermal system that heats water to above 40 ◦C. Calculate how much
hot water will be made available to the consumer by the PCS SWH
system will be when installed in Stellenbosch, and the solar collector is
positioned to face North, tilted at 45 ◦ with respect to the horizontal
and the system experiences typical environmental input conditions, such
as solar irradiation, and the heated system experiences convection and
radiation losses to the environment.

From an experimental measurement perspective the test set-up’s measuring
points must fully capture the transient test cases. These cases include the
heating up and melting of the PCM during the heat absorption phase, and
the cooling down and solidification during the heat removal phase of the
PCM. Finally, from a simulation and future design perspective the numerical
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simulation model of the test module must characterise the heat transfer to
and from the PCS module. The optimum parameters of the PCS section will
be determined from a sensitivity analysis point of view . A scaled-up version
composed of sufficient PCS modules of the correct size will then be analysed in
terms of total heat capacity and heat transfer rate to and from the PCS system.

When the numerical simulation has been compared and sub-objective 3 (to
verify the numerical model) has been reached, it will be adapted to calculate
the performance of a PCS system in a typical solar water heating application
and the system will be sized for a given load case and location. Different
options exist, such as collector types, fin geometry, collector size, PCS size
and geyser size, which make the PCS SWH truly adaptable, capable of being
tailor-designed for a given residential use pattern in a specific location.

1.5 A background to previous phase change
storage systems (PCS)

Previous solar water heater designs included integral systems, for example,
the system of Mettawee and Assassa (2006) depicted in Figure 1.3, where the
PCS is inside the solar collector. A single water pipe is placed in the solar
collector, before the wax is melted into the solar collector. With only wax and
no HTEs, the time to melt all the wax on a sunny summer day was longer
than 7 hours. The heat transferred into the water passing through the one
metre long pipe started at 350W when all the wax was still liquid and after 3
hours it had dropped to merely 50W in a more or less linear fashion. This is
a low rate of heat removal and only a small part of the wax solidified in the
three hours of heat removal. In a test with aluminium powder embedded in
the PCM, the melting period was decreased to 70% of that of the control test
case (5 hours with HTE to complete melting, compared to 7 hours without
HTE with an average of 750W/m2 solar irradiation during the heat absorption
period). The heat removal rate for the same flow rate started at 425W and
after a half hour it dropped to 250W. Thereafter it decreased more or less
linearly to 125W after 4 hours. The total energy extracted was 27% more
than with the wax only test case for four hours of hot water draw off. This is
an early practical example showing that heat transfer enhancers can greatly
improve the heat transfer rate during heat absorption and heat removal of a
PCS system. In a practical integral solar water heater it is suggested that
more pipes be passed through the wax container to extract the available heat
from the integral collector at a faster rate.

In a review by Sharma et al. (2009) a box design for evening and morning
hot water is described. The water is contained inside the box and the double
walled container contains the paraffin wax. The melting point of the phase
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Figure 1.3. The cross section of an integral solar water heater developed by
Mettawee and Assassa (2006), dimensions in mm.

change material is Tm = 54 ◦C. It is noted by the author that the system is
effective in getting the water to the specified hot temperature after transferring
heat to the water throughout the night. In the work conducted by Trp (2005)
another design was analysed theoretically, this time an indirect system where
the PCS is separate from the collector. A shell and tube PCS tank is described
in which the water pipes pass through a cylindrical PCM tank. Trp (2005)
used in her analysis an implicit enthalpy tracking method, where each control
volume’s internal energy is calculated at each time step and used to keep track
of the heat transfer process. The author analysed and documented the way in
which the unit melts and solidifies: The melt front is not uniform in the radial
direction, but the hotter molten fluid collects at the top, while solid pieces
drop to the bottom during melting. In the paper it is described how the PCM
starts heating up, first in a conduction only mode, and as the molten wax layer
thickens, it changes to a convection dominant heat transfer. During the heat
removal phase the heat transfer starts off initially as convection dominant, but
very soon the solid layer of wax that forms on the cold pipes forces the heat
transfer mode to become conduction dominant.
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This design of a shell and tube heat exchanger system found practical ap-
plication in the solar water heater designs of Cabeza et al. (2006) and those
of Canbazoğlu et al. (2005). Cabeza et al. (2006) put PCM bottles inside a
vertical cylindrical hot water container and found that such a system performs
better in actual conditions than one without the PCM containers. This will
result in requiring a smaller hot water tank for the same overall hot water
delivered by the system, or a higher hot water potential for the same size tank.
In the design of Canbazoğlu et al. (2005) many PCM filled bottles were used
in the adapted hot water tank, as depicted in Figure 1.4. The hot water tank,
with PCM bottles placed inside, delivered 2.59 to 3.45 times more hot water
during outdoor conditions and normal draw off conditions than a tank with
only water. The main mode of operation in the design of Mettawee and Assassa
(2006), shown in Figure 1.3, requires cold water to be circulated through the
pipes that are embedded in the PCM for a few hours. In the other designs
the cold water that enters the water tank containing PCM bottles, heats up
overnight by heat transfer from the PCM bottles to the water. The cold inlet
water is slowly heated throughout the night by the slightly hotter PCM that
transfers its latent heat at a near constant temperature to the initially cold
water in the tank.

The shortcomings of PCS systems for low temperature applications according
to Sharma et al. (2009) are high cost, bulky systems, and high environmental
losses during nighttime such as was the case for all integral systems where the
PCM was in the collector. In the PCS concept design further described in
Section 1.6, the author recommends that the heat absorbed in the collector be
transferred away from the collector to a PCS system which is insulated so that
the thermal heat may be stored for longer periods of time until it is required
by the end user.

1.6 Concept development of the PCS system

The main objective of the design concept is to deliver hot water when it is
required by the end user and reduce the electric backup energy use. This is
achieved by utilising solar energy incident on the end user’s roof. The sub
objectives are to store the heat in a storage material, such as water or phase
change material, because the solar irradiation is intermittent, and a lot of hot
water may be required in a very short time. It therefore makes sense to store
some of the absorbed heat in the geyser until it is required. It was decided
to use a PCM as intermediate storage material, because of its superior energy
storage capability at a lower temperature compared to water in the operating
range of 45 ◦C to 90 ◦C. The PCS system can be configured to heat the cold
water in the geyser after the hot water has been utilised during the evening.
The choice of which PCM to use depends on what temperatures it must be able
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Figure 1.4. The cross section of the cylindrical water tank with added
polyethelene bottles filled with PCM. Dimensions in mm. (Canbazoğlu et al.,
2005).

to withstand, and the temperature to which the hot water must be heated. For
a glazed flat plate collector with black painted fins the maximum temperature
will not be higher than 140 ◦C and the water must be heated by the wax to at
least 45 ◦C. Paraffin wax melting at 59 ◦C was selected for the laboratory tests,
since cold water was used to cool it, and a kettle able to achieve 95 ◦C to melt
it. For an evacuated tube solar collector a synthetic wax with a higher melting
point of at least 80 ◦C or even at 100 ◦C and having a very high flash point must
be used. The heat must be transferred into the PCS system from the solar
collector, and this is achieved by the heat absorption heat pipes. From the PCS
system the heat needs to be transferred to the water that is circulated from the
geyser, and this is achieved by pumping the water through the heat exchanger.

The transfer of heat through the system is another aspect that needs to be
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considered. Following the design philosophy of passive design that incorpo-
rates naturally occurring phenomena to transport the heat, heat pipes are
selected by the author in the laboratory test module. Natural circulation
thermosyphons or pumped systems can also be used, but the author decided
to analyse a heat pipe system. The decision regarding what heat exchanger
material, heat pipes and PCS geometry to use is another design consideration.
In the lab test module rectangular multichannel aluminium heat pipes were
selected to transfer heat to and from the PCM because of their excellent heat
transfer capabilities (see Section B.1), and the good heat transfer distribution
throughout the entire heat transfer surface. Aluminium fins were chosen to
create heat paths into the phase change material. The numerical simulation
model is based on this geometry and is described in Section 3.

Using the previous designs described in Section 1.5 and mentioned in Chapter
2 as a point of departure, a novel design is developed. The designed solar water
heater system uses components with good heat transfer rates by adding a fins
as HTE to the PCM and passive operation by using heat pipes to transfer
the heat away from the collector and into a PCS system. By adapting the
previous designs to meet such criteria, the concept developed is indicated in
Figure 1.5. To arrive at the correct sizing and operation for a given solar
irradiation site and end user hot water requirements, the components need to
be modelled correctly and accurately enough. It is necessary to calculate the
thermal response of the concept so that the hot water that can be obtained
from the system, can be determined. Also the final geometry and amount of
HTE required to achieve a fully working prototype, needs to be determined.

1.6.1 Materials used in the design concept

To model the system the thermal properties of the components must be known.
In this design paraffin wax, acquired from SASOL, was used. Its proper-
ties were as follows. Tm = 59 ◦C, hsl = 200 kJ/kg, cp(wax) = 2.15 kJ/kg K,
ρwax(l) = 790 kg/m3, ρwax(s) = 910 kg/m3, kwax = 0.21W/m K. The thermal
conductivity of the heat transfer enhancer must be high enough to greatly
enhance the rate of heat transfer into and from the wax material when it is em-
bedded in it. The properties of the aluminium fins are cp(al) = 0.903 kJ/kg K,
ρAl = 2700 kg/m3, kAl = 237W/m K. It is a lightweight material and since
the fins are bought per mass this greatly improves the total volume that can
be bought for the same price.

1.6.2 Components used in the design concept

In the solar water heater design heat pipes are used to transfer the heat into
and out of the PCS system that contains the fins and the paraffin wax. The
advantages are that during nighttime small losses to the environment result
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because the heat pipe acts as a thermal diode. This thermal diode only
transfers heat from the lower to the higher end of the heat pipe through boiling
of the liquid at the bottom and condensate forming and flowing down to the
bottom, thereby transferring heat at a high rate from the lower hot section to
the higher cooler section. But when the collector cools down during nighttime
the less dense hot vapour stays at the top, and the cool liquid stays at the
bottom. During the nighttime the hot PCS does not transfer heat to the solar
collector, except through conduction along the thin-walled heat pipe. When
the sun is incident on the solar collector during the daytime, high heat transfer
coefficients result because of the boiling in the evaporator and the condensation
in the condenser. In this way the latent heat of vapourisation acts as the heat
carrier across a small temperature difference.

1.7 The motivation for developing and
analysing PCS systems

The intention of the designed concept is to incorporate useful material prop-
erties, such as those of good thermal conductors, and incorporating passive
heat transfer components, like heat pipes, that operate with boiling and con-
densation, and a PCM, that stores heat when melting and delivers heat when
solidifying. In a passive solar heated thermal storing system design, all the
main heat transfer phenomena need to be taken into account and to combine
the components into a useful product. In this case the product needs to absorb,
transport and store heat until it is required and then heat must be extracted
to heat up the geyser water.

Although there is an obvious advantage in the use of PCM for thermal storage
purposes, per se, from a thermal performance point of view it is also important
that the PCS system must be able to absorb or release heat quickly enough.
It is thus expedient to develop a transient numerical system simulation model
in order to evaluate the thermal response of the system for both heat addition
and heat removal operating conditions. The effect that the components will
have on the heat transfer performance may be analysed with such a numerical
model. The design of the model will take into account the geometry of the
system, the inherent component capabilities, the material specifications and
the heat transfer mechanisms involved in the system. This simulation may
then be adapted to test different set-up configurations and for different solar
heat PCS applications.
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1.8 Chapter divisions of the thesis

In Chapter 2 the literature study will be further discussed and alternative
options for analysis of the PCS system, possible applications and different
HTEs that may be used to improve the thermal properties of the PCS system
will be examined. Then in Chapter 3 the numerical model used to analyse
the experimental setup will be described. Particular attention will be given to
how the phase change of each control volume is modelled and calculated with
a special purpose computer program. In Chapter 4 the different experimental
setups are described. The results are given in Chapter 5 where the results of
both the numerical and theoretical results are given and compared. In Chapter
6 a conclusion and discussion of the important results follow.

1.9 Conclusion of introductory chapter

The introduction laboured to introduce the topic of solar water heating in
Section 1.1 and in Section 1.2 it is suggested that PCM as additional heat
store should be considered to improve the hot water utility that may be
extracted from a PCS-SWH system. The objectives were set out of both the
thesis and the design concept in Sections 1.3 and 1.4. A pre-literature study
was conducted in Section 1.5. Then using the existing designs as a point of
departure a novel SWH with PCS is suggested in Section 1.6 which aim to
combine the advantages of an additional PCS unit that is well insulated and
that may be charged to high temperatures, which is connected to the geyser
by means of a pumped loop which will be switched on when the storage is
hotter than the geyser and if the geyser is colder than the maximum allowed
water temperature.
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Chapter 2

Literature study

Some designs have already been mentioned in Section 1.5. This gave a general
overview of the type of designs that have been investigated that are specifically
relevant to SWH research with PCS to improve storage capabilities. This lit-
erature study aims to expand the scope of previous designs already mentioned.
The different ways of analysing the system’s thermal response numerically are
looked into in Section 2.2. Also more application possibilities are examined in
Section 2.3. The different PCMs available will be described in Section2.4 and
the potential HTEs is further investigated in Section2.5. A short summary
will conclude this chapter.

2.1 Introduction of literature study

The work conducted on phase change materials, especially on low temperature
PCMs, their application in solar water heating and the available ways to
improve their performance are extensive. A few reviews cite relevant work
as far back as the 1970s up till the present, such as the work of Shukla et al.
(2009) that was focused on SWH applications with PCM. Also the reviews of
Sharma et al. (2009) are good guidelines for PCS systems from a system and
applications perspective.

The analysis and recommendations made by the different researchers, such
as the cost of each system, the heat transfer characteristics and the resulting
heat capacity after the HTE has been added, are taken into account in the
current design.

2.2 Numerical analysis of PCS systems

In the work of Verma and Singal (2008) the mathematical analysis complexities
are discussed. The authors note that the moving boundary in the PCM
during latent heat absorption and removal is particularly tricky to model
mathematically and especially analytically. Verma and Singal (2008) make
the distinction between models based on the first law of thermodynamics,
which include models such as the enthalpy tracking method based on the
energy equation, as well as the momentum and mass equations that form the
conservation law equations, and models that calculate the entropy generation
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and the exergy destruction that conform to the irreversability law equations
during heat transfer processes. Different authors who conducted numerical
calculations on their designs are listed, as well as the assumptions that they
made during their analyses. One of the authors listed is Trp (2005) who
analysed a shell and tube heat exchanger. The transient numerical work
conducted by her was experimentally verified and this shows the acceptability
of this method, but the limitations of this energy analysis method must be
realised. Energy analysis does not take into account the time heat is supplied
and the thermodynamic efficiency of the system. The authors recommend that
further work be done based on the second law of thermodynamics because of
the insight this can give into system performance. This may lead to it becoming
a more acceptable form of modelling. Exergy analysis of PCS systems was
conducted by Li et al. (2012) and by Shabgard et al. (2012) and they show the
potential of this method to develop, for example, cascaded PCS systems and to
employ systems with good all round thermal efficiency. In this initial analysis of
a novel concept design for a SWH application the first law of thermodynamics
is incorporated as the analysis method.

In applying the conservation of energy at each time step, and for each control
volume, it is important to decide whether natural convection should be taken
into account, or whether it can be assumed that the PCM melts and solidifies
mostly by conduction. The work where convection was taken into consideration
such as the work of Shatikian et al. (2005) and Shatikian et al. (2008), they
model a very small flow field under steady input conditions. This method of
analysis is computationally intensive. It would be quite an extensive work to
model a whole PCS systems with natural convection in three dimensions, and
to use this as a design tool would require a lot of expertise. On the other hand
if only conduction is considered the main operation modes may be captured
accurately enough to model a whole system to a reasonable degree. This
assumption is validated as Shatikian et al. (2005) noted that during melting
of the PCM in a narrow compartment the convection currents are negligible,
and during solidification the convection currents are also very weak and as
the solid layer of wax grows the main mode of heat transfer is conduction. If
this is insufficient and more accuracy is required then the work of Wang et al.
(2010) is suggested, because they look in depth at natural convection on a
chamber under certain boundary conditions, but that is still worlds away from
developing a PCS system that takes natural convection into account with the
complex geometry formed by the HTEs and the embedded PCM.

2.3 Possible applications of the PCS systems

The work conducted by Sharma (2005) indicates that PCS systems can be
used very effectively to cook food in the evening when they are connected to
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an evacuated tube solar collector. It was shown that a PCM, with a melting
point of between 80 ◦C and 120 ◦C, is suitable for various cooking needs, and
the researchers used Erythritol (Tm = 118 ◦C and hsl = 339.8 kJ/kg) as PCM
material. During summer time in Japan they could cook at noon and again in
the evening and the system can potentially be used for community cooking.

With regard to high temperature PCS systems for power generation appli-
cations the work of Robak et al. (2011a) and Robak et al. (2011b) is very
insightful. They show the potential of a PCS system that incorporates heat
pipes as HTEs to utilise their excellent heat transfer characteristics and to
move away from many thin-walled small diameter pipes that would cause too
great a pressure drop if used to extract the heat from a large PCS system for
power generation. Their design shows particular potential as a PCS system for
high temperature application and it offers flexible operating conditions, since
one heat pipe is used to transfer heat to the PCM and to the cold stream
either directly or after it has been stored for a while. In the current design
two heat pipes are used, instead of one multipurpose heat pipe, since the heat
absorption HP1 will be exposed to the cold atmosphere during nighttime and
it will cause the heat transfer rate to the cold stream to be too low. Two modes
of operation are used by the PCS system, either heating from the lower end
(evaporator section) of the heat absorption HP1, or cooling from the higher
end (condenser section)of the heat removal HP2. This set-up is more suitable
for the SWH application and it is easier to detect and replace a faulty heat pipe.

2.4 The use of a phase change material in a
latent heat storage system

PCMs are materials that undergo a phase change of solid-solid, solid-liquid
or liquid-gas. Of these the solid-liquid transition materials are considered to
be the most usable as thermal storage mediums because of the availability of
materials in the range of temperatures required and the low volume change
during phase change. Of the phase change materials paraffins seem to be very
suitable with a melting temperature of between 20 ◦C at the lower temperature
range, which is very useful for passive building temperature control and wax
melting up to 120 ◦C at the higher temperature range for use in storing energy
for industrial heating purposes and the range between 50 ◦C to 80 ◦C for water
heating. Salt hydrates are also good, but have some disadvantages as indicated
in Figure 2.1 which make them a bit more tricky to use effectively as a thermal
heat store.

Much experimental work has been conducted by phase change material sup-
pliers to categorise their products. For example the work of van Dorp et al.
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(2004) documents single and multiple rectangular PCM packs experimentally.
The aim of the experiment was to analyse a virtually one dimensional flow of
heat vertically through the PCM contained in square aluminium foil pouches
of 0.4m in length and breadth and 0.005m in height. It is suggested by van
Dorp et al. (2004) that future temperature measurements be in direct contact
with the PCM inside the PCM packs. Although the heat transfer through the
packs was not accurately captured, much was learned of a possible method to
test the PCM in a certain geometry in a transient manner.

Using PCMs to store heat is not as simple as a liquid storage system such as
water that can easily be pumped through the solar collector. The reason being
that the PCM solidifies to a solid medium during the phase change. Therefore
the PCM is usually contained in a static container and the heat is transferred
to and from it by means of a pump or by making use of heat pipes. There also
exist some alternative possibilities to make use of a dynamic system by either
micro-encapsulating of the PCM and passing it through the heat exchanger
in a slurry. Delgado et al. (2013)tested such a slurry and found that a 10%
micro-encapsulated PCM and water slurry improves the energy density across
a ∆T = 3 ◦C was 75% higher than water. Alternatively there is a double
screw heat exchanger under development by Zipf et al. (2013) that granulates
the PCM as it solidifies and passes the granules to a containment section.
This system effectively decouples the storage size from the heat exchanger
size and is a very promising technology for large systems. These cutting edge
technologies are thus able to decouple the heat exchanger size from the storage
size. The heat exchanger is also steady in operation, which greatly simplifies
heat exchanger design. Unfortunately such systems are not yet available for
low cost low temperature SWH applications, but its development is looked to
closely as further improvements and tests are done.

The convection in the liquid PCM may be used to increase melting and so-
lidification rates. For example heating PCM from below, where heat transfer
occurs mostly by convection in the liquid PCM, which is much faster than
heating from above, where heat transfer occurs mostly by conduction. The
difference in heat transfer rates into the PCM can be seen in the following
equations where conduction across a surface A and the heat is transferred
across a distance ∆x where a finite temperature difference ∆T exist between
the hotter surface and the cooler solid PCM.

Q̇cd =
kwaxA∆T

∆x
(2.1)

Where kwax = 0.2W/m K which is very low when compared to a fin material
such as aluminium with a thermal conductivity of kAl = 237W/m K. The
convection heat transfer that occurs in the liquid PCM section is dependent
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Latent Sensible Thermochemical

Organic compounds Inorganic compounds

- Uniform melting
- Self nucleating
- Non corrosive
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- Wide melting/solidification

temperature ranges
- High latent heat capacity
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solidification
- Chemically stable
- Non toxic
- Low thermal degradation rate

Advantages

Disadvantages

- Very high latent heat capacity
- High thermal conductivity

Advantages

- Low thermal conductivity
- Small volume change during

phase change

Thermal storage materials

Disadvantages

- Non uniform melting
- Poor nucleating properties
- Requires extra nucleating

agents and stabilisers
- Corrosive to many metals
- Incompatible with many

container materials

Examples

- Paraffin wax
- Fatty acids

Examples

- Salt hydrates
- Eutectic mixtures of inorganic

materials

Figure 2.1. The different kinds of thermal storage materials and their
advantages and disadvantages.
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on the geometry, area, temperature difference and size of the liquid layer. The
governing equation of natural convection of rectangular enclosures heated from
the side is given by the following relations given by Bejan (2004):

Q̇cv = hwaxA∆T (2.2)

Where the convective heat transfer coefficient is related to the Raleigh number
in the case when the Raleigh number is larger than the following relation:

Ra1/4 > H/L (2.3)

Where H is the height of the liquid section, and L is the width of the liquid
section. The Raleigh number is calculated from the following relation:

Ra =
gβ∆TH3

να
(2.4)

The convective heat transfer coefficient is dependent on the Nusselt number
that is given by the following relation.

Nu = 0.364
L

H
Ra1/4 (2.5)

The convective heat transfer coefficient may be calculated to be as follows:

hwax =
Nukwax

L
(2.6)

The natural convection in the liquid PCM will be different if it is heated
from the side, or if it is tilted or heated from the bottom because of buoyancy
effects. Melting periods may be shortened even more if the solid layer is allowed
to drop onto the hot contact surface as more and more wax is melted. This
is known as contact melting and equations are given for these geometries by
Bejan (2004). The problem of increasing solidification periods remain however,
because the solid layer sticks onto the cooling pipes and the thickness increases
as more liquid wax solidifies onto the pipes and less and less heat is absorbed
in the water in the heat exchanger.

The convection in the storage can be increased by circulating the liquid and
thereby causing forced convection in the liquid part of the PCM as done by
Tay et al. (2013) which found a 33% to 89% decrease in melting time could be
achieved in their initial tests of the circulating liquid PCM concept.

A good understanding of the heat transfer mechanisms during melting and
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solidification opens up the possibilities to apply these mechanisms to develop
novel heat storage concepts. The complexity of operation and the costs in-
volved by adding heat transfer enhancing components which are discussed in
the following sections.

2.5 The use of heat transfer enhancers (HTEs)
with phase change material embedded in
between

The low thermal conductivity of the paraffin waxes and other PCMs has
resulted in many studies to combine a highly conductive material in a par-
ticular form, such as foam or shavings, with a PCM embedded in between.
Velraj et al. (1999) utilise radial fins and Lessing rings to improve the heat
absorption/removal cycle versus the heat stored per volume. The different
options available to the designer of a PCS system are discussed in more detail
in Subsections 2.5.4 to 2.5.4. The reason why HTEs are useful in PCS systems
is that the low thermal conductivity of the PCMs limit the effective use in many
heat storage applications. The problem is most visible during the heat removal
cycle of a PCM. This was seen in the work of Mettawee and Assassa (2006)
where most of the wax is still liquid but almost no heat is transferred after four
hours of trying to extract the heat from PCS system. If no HTE is used the cold
water is initially heated up very well because of the large temperature difference
between the hot molten wax and the cold water stream, but as the solid layer of
wax grows around the cold water pipe the heat needs to be conducted through
the cool solid layer of wax. This results in very low heat transfer rates even
though most of the wax is still very hot and high latent heat is still available.
The insulating effect of the solidifying PCM must be effectively countered by
either having many pipes running through the PCM compartment, which will
increase the cost of piping and lessen the total volume of storage material, or
by adding HTEs such as fins around each pipe, thereby reducing the amount
of pipes required. The challenges with many of the HTE materials used are
the uncertainty of the heat paths, as well as the non-isotropic behaviour of
the resulting mixtures. This complicates the numerical analysis of the PCS
system, because in many cases the resulting heat paths are at random and it
is difficult to analyse whether conduction or convection or both take place in
the molten wax, and the complex phase change boundary becomes difficult to
calculate and experimentally measure.
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2.5.1 The use of heat pipes as heat transfer enhancers

Heat pipes are used in evacuated tube solar collectors and they are effective
heat transporters from the solar collector section to the water that cycles from
the heat exchanger and the geyser (Riffat and Zhao, 2004). Heat pipes in
the form of meso and micro channels are described in detail by Cheng and Wu
(2006) as devices that can transfer heat very effectively, they are more compact
and lighter in weight than other devices would be, hence their use in electronics
and space applications. The lab experiments described in Chapter 4 uses such
micro channel heat pipes. The advantage is not only high heat transfer rates
to and from the PCS system, but the uniformity in temperature inside the
heat pipe helps to achieve a congruent melt front that takes a vertical shape.

The improved heat transfer mechanisms such as can be found in heat pipes
lead to their being considered for use in PCS systems design. The use of heat
pipes in the design of PCS systems are taken into consideration in the work
of Sharifi et al. (2012) where a solid rod, a hollow tube and a heat pipe are
compared to an isothermal surface as a base case in the simulation thereof. The
heat pipe melted the entire region much more quickly than the other materials.
According to Sharifi et al. (2012) the total material that the heat pipes use is
much less than the rods and this gives the heat pipes an economic advantage.
Sharifi et al. (2012) therefore recommended heat pipes as the preferred option
to enhance heat transfer to and from the PCM. Sharifi et al. (2012) made
the argument that heat pipes are superior to thick long rods of the same
outer dimensions of that of the heat pipes. With this statement there is full
agreement. However, heat can be effectively transferred to the outer surface
of the heat pipes, but then there is a bottleneck because the PCM has a very
low thermal diffusivity. This results in low heat transfer rates between the
wax control volumes to the extent that during solidification the solid PCM
that form on the heat pipe surfaces insulates the wax that is still liquid and
therefore contains high internal energy from the cool heat pipe. So how can
this be circumnavigated? Well theoretically the heat pipe could be made into
an intricate shape that will increase its effective area, or many heat pipes may
be used, but these heat pipes will increase the cost of the system and make
the system more intricate. Another possibility is to add fins to each heat pipe.
This would not greatly increase the cost, and the surfaces are extended to such
an extent that the heat does not need to be transferred across a large distance
through the wax, but rather through the fins that has a much higher thermal
diffusivity as described in the equations below: The thermal diffusivity is a
ratio between the heat conduction rate and the heat stored. Therefore it gives
an indication of how fast heat can propagate through the medium. For solid
paraffin wax the thermal diffusivity αw(s) is given as follows:

αw(s) =
kw(s)

ρwcp(w(s))

(2.7)
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αw(s) =
0.2W/m K

910 kg/m32150 J/kg K
(2.8)

αw(s) = 102.210−9 (2.9)

For aluminium the thermal diffusivity is given as follows:

αAl =
kAl

ρwcp(Al)
(2.10)

αAl =
237W/m K

2702 kg/m3903 J/kg K
(2.11)

αAl = 97.1310−6 (2.12)

αAl
αw(s)

= 868 (2.13)

This indicates the difference in thermal properties of the wax and the alu-
minium even when neglecting the phase change of the wax (when considered
the wax has 100 times lower thermal diffusivity during phase change if a one
degree temperature difference is considered as the phase change temperature).
It makes sense therefore to use the fins as heat transfer conduits to extend the
heat pipe surfaces, and to use the wax as thermal storage material.

Experimental analysis of a PCS system with the aid of heat pipes for different
modes of operation was conducted and described by Liu et al. (2006a) and
by Liu et al. (2006b) and their design is shown in Figure 2.2. Five heat
pipes were used in the prototype and in the heating only mode it was shown
that in the vertical direction there was not even a 3 ◦C temperature difference
between the lower and the higher measuring points in the PCS system. This
difference can also be ascribed to the additional heating that results as the hot
stream heats the PCM from below. The whole unit heated up and melted very
effectively with the aid of the heat pipes with the extended fin surfaces. The
researchers showed that the hot inlet temperature had a bigger effect than the
flow rate. No observations were noted by Liu et al. (2006a), neither was an
energy balance of the system done although this information would have led to
a better understanding of the heat transfer in the system and the PCM fluid
flow expansion and contraction of the wax in the PCM container.

In another design by Shabgard et al. (2010) short heat pipes are incorporated
to enhance heat transfer and to extract the heat from either the PCM tubes
or from the PCM shell. The more heat pipes were added the more effectively
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Figure 2.2. The cross sections of the PCS systems of Liu et al. (2006a).
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the heat was extracted from the system, which indicates that the heat pipes
effectively enlarge the total surface that is exposed to the cold stream. Robak
et al. (2011a) realised the need to build small scale tests and to photographi-
cally capture the heat absorption and heat removal cycles of their tests. These
tests were composed of a test case, where the PCS system was filled only with
wax and also compared this test to a test with heat pipes as well as a test with
solid rods. His experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2.3. The results show
that the heat pipes melt the wax much faster than both the metal rods and
the wax only cases. About 70% of the wax was melted in the test case when
all the wax was melted by the heat pipes. Also during the heat removal cycle
only 30% was solidified in the wax only case and with the rods about 45% by
the time the heat pipes totally solidified the test section. This is shown in the
photographs in Figure 2.4. This is a very important experiment, because it
experimentally shows that heat pipes can work well to extract the heat from
the PCS system by effectively enlarging the surface area exposed to the cold
stream.

2.5.2 The use of fins as heat transfer enhancers

The use of vertical fins in a rectangular arrangement for geometries of a
few millimetres, 10mm in height and 4mm in breadth, was investigated by
Shatikian et al. (2005). The authors used in their simulation the convective
phenomenon and determined that for the largest section the Raleigh number

A A
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Section BB

B B

Polycarbonate container
Heat pipe

PCM

Heat exchanger

Twater(out)Twater(in)

Twater(in) Twater(out)

Bolted lid

Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of Robak et al. (2011a) experimental set-up.
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Figure 2.4. Photographs of Robak et al. (2011a) experimental results during
heat removal at a)t=60min, b)t=120min, c)t=180min and d)t=240min.

was used to generate a generalised form. This generalisation showed that
for large temperature differences between the fin and the PCM, convection
currents in the molten PCM start to play a more dominant role in heat transfer.
The test case was one small compartment of wax and to simulate a lot of small
containers to such an in depth level is complicated and would take a lot of
computing power. It is therefore suggested that the PCM is contained by the
HTE to such a degree that convective currents do not become strong. In such
a case a conduction dominant calculation will be sufficient.

The enhancement of PCM melting in enclosures with horizontally finned sur-
faces was analysed by Sharifi et al. (2011). They found that the melting rate
is significantly improved by adding fins in their numerical simulation. It was
found that the horizontal fins reduce melting and solidification periods. This
study indicates that the heat absorption/removal period of a volume of PCM
can be enhanced to a significant degree by adding fins as HTE.
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2.5.3 The use of form stable expanded graphite matrix
as a heat transfer enhancer

There are advantages to using form stable expanded graphite as a matrix
material with the PCM embedded in between. These advantages include that
the thermal conductivity can be greatly improved depending on the graphite
percentage and orientation of the graphite particles in the matrix. Sarı and
Karaipekli (2007) specify that the mass fraction of the expanded graphite
increases almost linearly from 0.4W/m K for 2% mass fraction of expanded
graphite and this rises to 0.8W/m K for 10% of mass fraction of expanded
graphite. The other advantage is that at 10% of expanded graphite a form
stable mixture is achieved, that is to say that no wax leaks out from the
expanded graphite mixture. The melting times of the matrix decreased in
accordance with an increase in thermal conductivity. The authors suggest
10% expanded graphite mass fraction as the most promising combination, since
the form stable property results in not having to have a container around it.
Zhao and Wu (2011) compared porous metal foams to expanded graphite and
found the metal foams performed better in terms of shortening melting and
solidification processes, but they noted that high temperature applications
with salts results in a corrosion issue. Luckily the expanded graphite does
not degrade when used with salt as PCM. Another method was researched
in South Africa. Mhike et al. (2012) conducted experiments on wax blended
with LDPE plastic and exfoliated graphite. It was found that 10% exfoliated
graphite increased the thermal conductivity to 1.2W/m K and it is also a form
stable product. In their research Zhang et al. (2012) noted that encapsulating
or using holding tanks to contain the wax as it changes phase increases the cost
and they therefore suggest a clay and graphite material matrix to form a form
stable PCM composite. This can be prepared either by encapsulating the PCM
into for example high-density polyethylene or it can be formed by embedding
it into clay that was mixed with graphite. The authors suggest the clay and
graphite as material matrix because of the form stable property and lower
manufacturing cost. 5% graphite was introduced in the clay and a mass ratio of
up to 65%/30%/5% paraffin/clay/graphite mixture was tested. It significantly
reduces the latent heat of fusion from 174 kJ/kg to 105 kJ/kg which is quite a
significant reduction, but the added safety of the material such as no spillage
being possible from the material matrix makes it a very reasonable compromise.
The 5% graphite helped to decrease melting and solidification times by 61%
and 72% respectively. It is a very promising material, but maybe just more so
for higher temperature applications.

2.5.4 The use of metal foam as heat transfer enhancer

Yet another way of increasing the thermal conductivity of the PCM is the
use of metal foams.Vadwala (2011) used 95% porous copper foam which only
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reduces the storage volume by 5% and noted that foams are also available in
graphite, aluminium or nickel and it can have a very high thermal conductivity.
In the study it was found that the metal foam increased the effective thermal
conductivity from 0.21W/m K to 3.8W/m K. The melting time of the test
section was 36% that of the pure wax test. The expanded metal foams are still a
bit pricy though. For example one 1m2 of 20mm thickness cost R2 000.00. As
the cost of manufacturing these foams comes down the use in low temperature
HTE applications will become a more viable option.

2.6 Conclusion of literature study

In this chapter the literature is examined in more depth, paying special at-
tention to how PCS systems may be modelled theoretically as described in
Section 2.2. It is decided to develop a special purpose code to numerically
calculate the temperature and phase of the PCS system’s control volumes in
a transient response model. This model is described in Chapter 3. Different
possible applications that exist are mentioned in Section 2.3 which mentions
the possibility of using this work to assist PCS system developers to gain insight
of their specific application. The different available PCMs are mentioned and
compared in Section 2.4.

Then in Section 2.5 different HTE methods are described. From the research
already conducted it is clear that there are various methods of increasing the
thermal conductivity of a PCS system. One way to to achieve enhanced heat
transfer is to add highly conductive materials to the PCM to improve the
resulting thermal conductivity or to connect heat pipes between the PCM and
heat exchanger to effectively extend the heat transfer surfaces. Or one can use
more piping throughout the PCM. In order to compare different PCS systems
with different HTE components the cost versus their thermal performance need
to be taken into consideration in full thermal response simulations to determine
when to use a certain HTE with a certain PCS application.
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Chapter 3

The numerical thermal simulation
model

In the previous chapter the literature was reviewed and numerical analysis was
mentioned as a more precise calculation method than any available analytical
methods can achieve. The reason for this is because when using HTEs the
geometry is intricate and the melt front progresses in a non linear fashion
because of the phase change process. This chapter introduces the numerical
analysis method that was solved with a special purpose built C++ computer
program that numerically calculates the state of each control volume and the
heat transfer rates across the boundaries for each time step. It also keeps track
of how the control volumes heat up, melt and expand, cools down, solidify
and contract. Firstly an overview of the thermal simulation model is given in
Section 3.1, then the test conditions are given in Section 3.2. The discretization
of the finned test module which is described in Section 4.4 is given in Section
3.3. The numerical modelling governing equations for various control volumes
are given in Sections 3.5 to 3.9. In Section 3.9 a description is given how the
phase change was modelled in the numerical model. Finally a description is
given how the theoretical SWH-PCS was modelled in Section 3.10.

3.1 Overview of the thermal simulation model

The numerical model of the test module uses the measured geometry of the
experimental module. The heat transfer coefficients of the heat pipes are
not calculated theoretically, but rather the average heat transfer coefficients
of the heat pipes at both the evaporator and condenser sides are calculated
from the temperature measurements experimentally during normal operation
conditions. In the work of Stumpf et al. (2001) a similar approach was followed
to characterise the heat pipe operation for their numerical model. The compar-
ative tests between the experimental measurements and numerical calculations
are therefore comparable in terms of how fast the whole system heats up or
cools down The physical experimental test module is modelled by discretising it
into small control volumes. At any given time period each control volume exists
at a certain temperature, density and phase. As heat is transferred into the
control volumes the wax may heat up or melt and this needs to be accurately
modelled to follow the model’s thermal response during heat absorption and
heat removal cycles. As the control volume absorbs heat and melts, or cools
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down and solidifies, the temperature, density, phase and internal energy of the
control volume changes.

In the numeric analysis it is required to keep track of whether the PCM control
volume is solid, a mixture of solid and liquid or completely liquid. The rate of
change of each control volume during each time step is calculated by applying
an energy balance to each control volume. By choosing a relatively fine grid
size and by running tests at different time step sizes a stable time step was
obtained that was sufficiently small, but still large enough to overcome the
round off errors experienced by the computer. The transient thermal response
is found to be stable when 64 control volumes were taken in the width, one
in the height and three control volumes in the depth. The time step became
stable at values ∆t ≤ 1ms. The discreet numerical model which takes into
account the intricate geometry is a more precise representation of the system
than any analytic model can calculate.

When developing a numerical thermal response model, the melting in the wax
control volumes needs to be modelled. As the wax melts, the internal energy
changes, the density also changes during the phase change and therefore the
volume of the control volume needs to be adapted. In the tested case the wax
is encased in long vertical compartments. When the wax changes phase and
expands or contracts, the length of the control volume is adapted. The energy
absorbed and the rate of heat transfer to and from the PCS system are two
of the main macroscopic parameters of the storage module. In the transient
analysis the total energy absorbed in the module, as well as the total rate of
heat absorption and heat removal is kept account of.

The sensible heat absorbed in the fin compartments, and the sensible and
latent heat in the phase change material are calculated from the temperature
of the control volume, and in the case of liquid PCM the latent heat of fusion
is taken into account.

The rate of energy transfer through conduction into the storage control volumes
are given in Equation 3.1. It is equal to the temperature difference divided by
the resistance between the temperature control volumes. The rate at which
energy crosses the boundary of control volume is calculated with the old time
step, and the enthalpy of the control volume is calculated with the newly
calculated temperature and melt fraction properties.

Q̇cd =
Th − TS

Rcd(h) +Rcd(S)

(3.1)
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Where the resistances are calculated by the following relation:

Rcd =
∆x

kA
(3.2)

Where ∆x is the distance that heat is transferred through the control volume,
and k is the thermal conductivity and A is the surface cross section that the
heat is transferred through.

The general work which the numerical model performs is to calculate how
a PCS module heats up and melts the PCM inside it and how it is cooled
down until it ultimately solidifies during cool down. The program gives an
overall indication of how the time dependent melting and solidification occurs.
It keeps track of both the temperatures and the state either solid or liquid of
all the control volumes during a heat absorption and heat removal cycle.

3.2 Test conditions that were applied on the
numerical and experimental model

In all numerical models the precision of the calculation must be weighed up
against the effort to include the different non linear phenomena in an increas-
ingly computationally intensive program. The model must also be checked
during critical changes such as the phase change during heat absorption and
heat removal.

Another aspect to consider in the modelling of the PCM, is whether the PCM
is pure and has a clear melting point, or whether it is a mixture which results
in a mushy region during melting or solidification. When modelling the ex-
perimental results, only a few thermocouples were used to capture the cooling
or heating of the PCS section comprising the fins and the wax embedded
in between. To calculate what the whole storage response is, the storage is
discretised into five control volumes. Each temperature reading represents its
respective control volume’s state. This was found to model more precisely
the thermal response by linking the temperature to the energy in the control
volume. The melt fraction of the wax XM(wax), which is embedded in between
the fins, starts at zero at 45 ◦C and increases linearly to one at 59 ◦C. On the
numerical modelling side it was deemed more accurate to model the wax as a
clear melting point. The reason being that the wax section is divided into a
lot of control volumes and each control volume is modelled at a specific state.
This can fully capture the mushy region phenomena where multiple control
volumes are in various melting fraction states.

The following test conditions were assumed during the calculation of the PCS
module’s heat absorption and heat removal cycles. The geometry of the module
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and the known flow phenomena that are likely to occur and the material
properties give leverage to apply the test conditions on the numerical model
with a higher level of confidence.

1. The initial temperature of the latent heat storage unit is uniform and
the PCM is in the solid phase for melting or in the liquid phase for
solidification;

2. The heating and cooling water is incompressible and it can be considered
as a Newtonian fluid;

3. The PCM is homogeneous and isotropic;

4. An adiabatic outer wall is assumed;

5. Inlet velocity and inlet temperature of the cooling water are kept constant
with the aid of the constant head tank;

6. The natural convection in the liquid phase of PCM has been ignored;

7. The expansion of the wax control volumes are taken into account dur-
ing the liquefying and solidifying cycle by assuming that the melting
wax control volume will expand in the vertical direction z in a linear
fashion to the melt fraction XM(l). It is also assumed that there is
no mass transfer between the different wax control volumes, and mass
and momentum transfer is not taken into account. This is deemed a
reasonable assumption, because the narrow vertical wax control volumes
are physically limited in their flow from one compartment to the next
during their liquid state;

8. It is assumed that the wax of control volume will stay in that control
volume and that no convection will take place between the wax control
volumes . The in depth analysis of two and three dimensional flow fields
is computationally heavy, and besides the overall effect of heat absorption
and heat removal need to be analysed, not the in depth flow phenomena
in each wax compartment as Shatikian et al. (2005) have already done;

9. It is also assumed that the temperature within the heat pipe during
normal heating mode is uniform and that saturation conditions exist
within the heat pipe. It is also assumed that the heat pipe is not operated
in the dry-out limit where a very large temperature difference exists and
where lower heat transfer rates are achieved.

10. It is assumed that the heat transfer area between the wax and the fin
alongside it increases as the wax expands to take up a larger volume.
Similarly during solidification this area decreases as the wax volume
decreases and forms voids. This is equivalent to using different thermal
conductivity for the two phases of the wax, but in keeping with the
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assumption of negligible natural convection in narrow long containers
the thermal conductivity of both solid and liquid state ks and kl stays
the same;

11. It is also assumed that along the height Lz of the PCS module there is
no significant difference in temperature distribution and that during the
discretisation described in Section 3.3 there is only one control volume
along the height Lz of the PCS system. This assumption flows forth
also from the heat pipe that handles a reasonably uniform temperature
distribution along its length. This assumption will be tested in Section
4.6 where there are measurements taken at three depths and repeated
three times in the breadth of the PCS module.

3.3 Discretization of the test module with HTE

The thermal simulation model numerically calculates what the thermal re-
sponse of the experimental module would be. The simulation model models
the PCS module comprising wax embedded in between fins and sandwiched
between the heat absorption and heat removal heat pipes. In Figure 3.1 a
simplified test module is depicted that indicates the main layout of the PCS
system. In Figure 3.2 the resitive diagram is drawn as viewed from the side.
Only two PCM control volumes are drawn, but in the real module the PCS
system is discretised accurately as depicted in Figure 3.3. It shows the PCS
module as viewed from the top. The control volumes are discretised as follows.
One hot kettle water control volume at temperature Th. The rectangular heat
pipes’ insides are described as one control volume having a single temperature
at saturated conditions for the inside temperatures Thp1i and Thp2i, and having
wall control volumes corresponding in number to the control volumes alongside
them at both the evaporation and condensation sides Thp1wc and Thp1we. Each
control volume of the wax, main fin and inner fin material is discretised to
have a single temperature and state each: Twax(j)(k),Tmf(2j), Tif(j)(k) and at a
solid XM(l)(j)(k) or liquid state XM(l)(j)(k).

The difference between the wax control volumes and one of the inner fin control
volumes is the difference in geometry m2, thermal conductivity kAl and kwax
and internal energy QAl and Qwax respectively. The large difference between
these control volumes makes smaller time steps in the explicit calculation of
the transient heat absorption and heat removal cycle necessary, and it is more
computationally intensive than if they were more similar. The control volumes
are drawn in a plane viewed from the top as indicated in Figure 3.3 and a single
control volume is taken in the height of the PCS system. This approximation of
long rectangular control volumes will be scrutinised experimentally in Section
4.6. Only one thirteenth of the PCS system is simulated, this may be done
because of the thermal symmetry that arises from the thermal geometry of the
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system. As the PCS system is heated or cooled the temperature distribution
in the breadth y direction is assumed to be uniform. The calculation excludes
losses to the sides, and the magnitude of this effect is also scrutinised in Section
4.6 on page 61.

3.4 Initial values and input conditions of the
test module with HTE

The temperature of all the control volumes described in Section ?? are ini-
tialised at 14 ◦C. The reason being that the tests were conducted at the end
of July and early in the morning it was found that the whole system was quite
cold before testing commenced. This startup temperature can be seen at the
start of the test indicated in Figure 5.3. All the wax control volumes are in
the solid state. The hot water input temperature Th is then increased linearly
over five minutes to 84 ◦C, and it is kept at this temperature until steady state
is reached. This is the heat absorptionphase. The temperature of Th is then
lowered to 14 degrees over five minutes to emulate the removal of the hot water
out of the kettle in the real experiment. The heat exchanger flow rate is then
abruptly set to 0.641 g/s, and the inlet temperature is quickly lowered from
84 ◦C to 15 ◦C. The reason is not to abruptly shock the system, but still give
reasonable input conditions, which closely simulate the experimental set-up
and testing procedure. The results of this analysis will be further described in
Section 5.2 on page 69.

3.5 The numerical modelling of the heat
absorption heat pipes evaporator wall
control volume

As the control volumes absorb heat or cool down the temperature and density
of these control volumes change. The rate of change of each control volume is
calculated by applying an energy balance to each control volume.

ΣEt
in − ΣEt

out =
Et+∆t − Et

∆t
(3.3)

By using the Euler method described by Çengel and Ghajar (2011) the
properties at the new time step for the heat pipe evaporator wall control volume
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PCM

Main fin

Inner fin

Heat removal HP2 inside

Heat absorption HP1 inside

Q̇in

Q̇out

Heat absorption HP1
evaporator wall Thp1ew

Thp1i

Thp2i

Figure 3.1. A simplified model of the PCS systems test module indicating the
heat absorption HP1, the test section with a PCM and HTE control volume
and the extracting heat pipe.
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Figure 3.2. A thermal resistive diagram cross section of the PCS systems
test module as viewed from the side.
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c) Section AA

evaporator wall

Figure 3.3. a)The PCS module cross section, b)The simplified cross section
used in the numerical simulation, c) The thermal resistance diagram cross
section of the PCS module viewed from the top.

are calculated explicitly:

Q̇ecv(o) − Q̇ecv(i)

=
mewcp(al)(T

t+∆t
hp1ew − T thp1ew)

∆t
(3.4)

Rearanging Equation 3.4 to calculate the new evaporator wall temperature:

T t+∆t
hp1ew = T thp1ew +

∆t

mewcp(al)
(Q̇ecvo − Q̇ecvi) (3.5)

Where the power entering the evaporator wall is calculated by:
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Open files to
be written into

Define global variables
and functions

While
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Start main
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Initialise arrays
of elements’ size,
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temperatures,
liquid or solid

states and heat
pipe heating

mode

true

false

Write the current state
of elements to file

Close files

Set new input conditions
t = t+ ∆t

Th
ṁ and
Tci

Calculate new condition of the
control volume density,
thermal resistances,

temperatures,
liquid and solid fraction

and heat pipe heating mode

End of main
function

Start

End

Figure 3.4. The general flow diagram of the main numerical simulation
program.

Q̇ecvo =
T t+∆t
h − T thp1ew

Rhp1ecv +Rhp1ew

(3.6)

and where the power transferred into the heat transfer fluid of the heat
pipe is calculated by:

Q̇ecvi =
T thp1ew − T thp1i
Rhp1ew +Rhp1ei

(3.7)

The resistances at the evaporator side comprise the following entities:

Rhp1ecvo =
1

hhp1eo2Ly/13Lzhp1e
(3.8)

Rhp1ew =
xw

kAlLy/13Lzhp1e
(3.9)

Rhp1ecvi =
1

hhp1ei2Ly/13Lzhp1e
(3.10)
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Figure 3.5. The in depth flow diagram of the numerical simulation program.
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The value of the wall thickness xw =0.5mm, the breadth of the heat pipe
Ly =60mm, the sliver breadth used to calculate the numerical model of length
Ly/13 =4.615mm and height Lzhp1e =150mm. The values of the heat transfer
coefficients of both hhp1eo and hhp1ei used in Equation 3.8 and in Equation 3.10
are measured experimentally during the heat transfer characteristic tests of
the rectangular heat pipe, and it is compared to the calculated values involved
natural circulation on the outside, and involved in boiling on the inside of the
heat pipe.

3.6 The numerical modelling of the heat pipe
calculation

The heat transfer coefficients on the insides of both heat pipes are quite high,
because of the large value of the latent heat of vaporisation and condensation,
this occurs even at low temperature differences. The inside temperature of
the heat absorption HP1 acts as a superconductor of heat, and the negligible
temperature difference between the inside evaporator and condenser effectively
links the hot kettle source Th with the colder fin and paraffin wax control
volumes next to the heat pipe Tmf0 and

∑yrow
k=0 Twax(0)(k). The energy equation

of the inside heat pipe control volume Thp1i is given by:

Q̇in = Q̇out +

≈0︷︸︸︷
Q̇loss (3.11)

The value of Q̇loss is taken to be insignificant, because the adiabatic middle
section is insulated and it is assumed that the friction loss between the vapour
and liquid is negligible. Equation 3.11 is further described as the following:

T t+∆t
h − T t+∆t

hp1i

Rhp1ecvo + 2Rhp1ew +Rhp1ei

=
T t+∆t
hp1i − T tmf(0)(0)

Rhp1ci + 2Rhp1cw +Rmf(0)

+

yrow∑
k=0

T t+∆t
hp1i − T twax(0)(k)

Rhp1ci + 2Rhp1cw +Rwax(0)(k)

(3.12)

Equation 3.12 is now rewritten to calculate T t+∆t
hp1i .
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T t+∆t
hp1i =

( T t+∆t
h

Rhp1ecvo + 2Rhp1ew +Rhp1ei

+
T tmf(0)(0)

Rhp1ci + 2Rhp1cw +Rmf(0)

+

yrow∑
k=0

T twax(0)(k)

Rhp1ci + 2Rhp1cw +Rwax(0)(k)

)
·
( 1

Rhp1ecvo + 2Rhp1ew +Rhp1ei

+
1

Rhp1ci + 2Rhp1cw +Rmf(0)

+

yrow∑
k=0

1

Rhp1ci + 2Rhp1cw +Rwax(0)(k)

)−1

(3.13)

The values of the resistances at the condenser side Rhp1ccvi, Rhp1cw and
Rhp1ccvo comprise the following:

Rhp1ccvi =
1

hhp1ciLy/13Lzhp1c
(3.14)

Rhp1cw =
xw

kAlLy/13Lzhp1c
(3.15)

Rwax(0)(k) =
xwax

kwaxxLy/13Lzhp1c
(3.16)

The value of the wall thickness xw =0.5mm, the breadth of the heat pipe
Ly =60mm and the sliver calculated in the numerical model Ly/13 =4.615mm
and height Lzhp1c =300mm. The heat transfer coefficient hhp1ci is determined
experimentally from temperature measurements.

3.7 The numerical modelling of the main fin in
the PCS system calculation

The PCS control volumes are composed of main fins in the xz−plane, small
inner fins in the yz−plane and embedded PCM in between the fins . The
calculation of the first main fin control volume is as follows.

T t+∆t
mf(0) = T tmf(0) +

∆t

mmfcp(al)
(Q̇mf(0)netto) (3.17)
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Where the netto power entering into the first main fin control volume is
calculated by:

Q̇mf(0)netto =
T t+∆t
hp1i − T tmf(0)

Rhp1ci + 2Rhp1cw +Rmf−mf(0)

+
T tmf(1) − T tmf(0)

Rmf−mf(0) +Rmf−mf(1)

+
T twax(0)(0) − T tmf(0)

Rmf−wax(0) +Rwaxy(0)(0)

(3.18)

for symbols, second letter A is for romAn symbols
Where the resistances Rwaxy(0)(0),Rmf−mf(0), Rmf−mf(1) and Rmf−wax(0)

Rwaxy(0)(0) =
bwax/2

kwaxtwaxLz(0)(0)

(3.19)

Rmf−mf(0) =
twax/2

kAlLztmfe
(3.20)

Rmf−mf(1) =
tif/2

kAlLzttmfe
(3.21)

Rmf−wax(0) =
tmfe/2

kfintwaxLz(0)

(3.22)

3.8 The numerical modelling of the inner fin in
the PCS system calculation

The inner fin calculations are conducted in a similar fashion to those of the
main fins, but with the difference that heat is transferred across all four of
the sides as seen from the top. This is true except for the final row of control
volumes that also have a thermal symmetry boundary condition.

T t+∆t
if(0)(0) = T tif(0)(0) +

∆t

mifcp(al)
(Q̇if(0)(0)nett) (3.23)

where the netto power entering into the first inner fin control volume is
calculated by:
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Q̇if(0)(0)nett =
T tif(0)(1) − T tif(0)(0)

2Rify

+
T t+∆t
mf(1) − T tif(0)(0)

Rmf−if +Rify

+
T twax(0)(0) − T tif(0)(0)

Rif−wax(0)(0) +Rwaxx(0)(0)

+
T twax(1)(0) − T tif(0)(0)

Rif−wax(0)(1) +Rwaxx(1)(0)

(3.24)

Where the resistances Rify,Rmf−if , Rif−wax(0)(0), Rif−wax(1)(0),Rwaxx(1)(0)

and Rwaxx(2)(0)

Rify =
bif/2

kAltifLz
(3.25)

Rmf−if =
bmfe/2

kAlLztmfe
(3.26)

Rif−wax(0)(0) =
tif/2

kAlbifLz(0)(0)

(3.27)

Rif−wax(1)(0) =
tif/2

kAlbifLz(1)(0)

(3.28)

Rwaxx(1)(0) =
twax/2

kwaxbwaxLz(0)(0)

(3.29)

Rwaxx(2)(0) =
twax/2

kwaxbwaxLz(1)(0)

(3.30)

The heights of Lz(0)(0) and Lz(1)(0) and each control volume in the x, y array
are calculated from the following correlation:

Lz(j)(k) =
V(j)(k)

twaxbwax
(3.31)

Where the values of the volume control volumes V are calculated from:

Vmix(j)(k) =
mmix(j)(k)

ρmix(j)(k)

(3.32)

The density ρmix(j)(k) is calculated from the mass fractions Xs and Xl and
the densities ρs andrhol of the wax control volumes which are next to the fin
control volumes.

ρmix =
(Xs(j)(k)

ρs
+
Xl(j)(k)

ρl

)−1

(3.33)
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The mass fractions of Xs and Xl are calculated every time step by the
following correlation:

Xs(j)(k) =
ms(j)(k)

mT

(3.34)

Xl(j)(k) =
ml(j)(k)

mT

(3.35)

3.9 The numerical modelling of the wax
control volumes in the PCS system

In the calculation of the wax control volumes the melting or solidification
phases are taken into account. During this phase the netto energy into or out of
the wax control volume determines how much wax has melted, or alternatively
how much has solidified. During each time step of the sensible solid or liquid
phases the calculation is very similar to that of the main fin and inner fins.
The difference comes in when the paraffin wax changes phase. In Figure 3.6
the temperature of a wax control volume is plotted during a heat up and cool
down cycle. The time steps during the numerical analysis are drawn roughly
to explain the analysis procedure. During this cycle the wax first absorbs heat
from another control volume which is set first to a temperature of Th and
afterwards it heated up. It is then cooled by changing the temperature of the
control volume to Tcold. When the wax starts to heat up when it is placed next
to a control volume with a temperature Th, the wax heats up sensibly and its
temperature rises just like a normal mass control volume would do. This is
indicated discreetly during numerical transient analysis by t0 up till t4a.

At this time step some of the wax has already started to melt and the correct
position is t4b. This point is determined by taking the energy used to overheat
the wax past the melting temperature and equating it to an effective mass of
wax that has melted during the fourth time step. From time steps t4b-t7a the
wax control volume continues to absorb heat at a constant temperature, but
during each time step more and more wax becomes liquid until at point t7a
more wax has melted than there is wax present in the wax control volume. So
the amount of wax that has melted past the total physical amount is equated
to the sensible heating that has occurred in the liquid wax. In this manner
point t7b is determined. The wax is now sensibly heated while it is totally in
the liquid phase. The wax is then cooled and it starts to solidify when it drops
below the melting temperature Tm. The solidification phase occurs during time
step t11a and it is equated to the mass that has already solidified. The wax
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control volume then continues to solidify at melting temperature until all the
wax is solidified. This happens during time step t14a. After the mass that has
solidified is equated to the sensible cooling that has been experienced in this
time step, the analysis continues from point t14b. The wax now cools down
sensibly until time step t17 by conducting heat to the cold temperature Tcold.

T t+∆t
wax(0)(0) = T twax(0)(0)

+
∆t

mwaxcp(wax)

(Q̇wax(0)(0)nett) (3.36)

where the netto power entering into the first wax control volume is calcu-
lated by:

Q̇wax(0)(0)nett =
T t+∆t
hp1ei − T twax(0)(0)

Rhp1ei + 2Rew(0) +Rwaxx(0)(0)

+
T t+∆t
mf(0) − T twax(0)(0)

Rmf−wax(0) +Rwax(0)(0)

+
T tif(0)(0) − T twax(0)(0)

Rwaxx(0)(0) +Rif−wax(0)(0)

+
T twax(0)(1) − T twax(0)(0)

Rwax(0)(1) +Rwax(0)(2)

+ (3.37)

where the resistances Rmf−wax, Rwaxy(0)(0),Rwaxy(1)(0) and Rwaxy(2)(0)
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Figure 3.6. The numerical analysis of a wax control volume during heating
and melting and cooling and solidifying.
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Rmf−wax(1)(0) =
tmfe/2

kAltwaxLz(0)(0)

(3.38)

Rwaxy(0)(0) =
bwax/2

kwaxtwaxLz(0)(0)

(3.39)

Rwaxy(0)(1) =
bwax/2

kwaxbwaxLz(0)(0)

(3.40)

Rwaxy(0)(2) =
bwax/2

kwaxtwaxLz(0)(1)

(3.41)

The calculation of the wax control volumes are subjected to phase condi-
tion statements such as whether the wax control volume has started to melt
T t+∆t
wax(0)(0) > Tm and T twax(0)(0) < Tm. Now a small amount of wax has started to

melt and the liquid mass fraction Xl > 0 and the solid mass fraction Xs < 1.

mmelted =
mTCp(wax)(T

t+∆t
wax(0)(0) − Tm)

hsl
(3.42)

When the wax is in the melting or solidification phase the melted wax
becomes more or less depending whether heat is absorbed or released to the
colder environment. The melted mass can then be calculated from the following
relation:

mmelted = mmelted +
Q̇wax(0)(0)nett

hsl
(3.43)

The mass fraction in the liquid or solid state is then calculated and used in
the condition statements to determine whether the wax in the control volume
is still melting or solidifying or whether it has completely melted or solidified.

Xl =
mmelted

mT

(3.44)

Xs =
mT −mmelted

mT

(3.45)

In the phase change zone it is determined whether the control volume is
still in the melting zone and whether all the wax has melted or solidified in the
control volume . If for example all the wax has melted then Twax > Tm and
XM(l) = 1. The logic of the computer program is also depicted in Figure 3.5.
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3.10 The numerical modelling of the
PCS-SWH system

A novel solar water heater that has an intermediate PCS system is under
development. In the current analysis the ideal geometry of such a system
for a given load case and geographic position is determined. To achieve
a reasonable comparison between different geometries a thermal analysis is
conducted that quantifies the incident solar energy on the solar collector and
the backup electric energy in order to keep the geyser hot enough, as well as the
thermal response of the system under normal environmental conditions. The
heat transfer model takes the phase change phenomenon into account as well
as convection and radiation losses to the environment. An energy analysis is
also conducted to determine where improvements might be made in material
selection. The overall system operation can be readily determined and the
total hot water that a solar collector system can deliver to the customer is
determined under certain usage profiles. The size of the collector, PCS system
and geyser is varied while keeping the environmental conditions and the usage
profiles similar.

The PCS SWH system that was analysed has the following parameters: The
solar collector had a total area of 3.59m2 and consisted of 8 heat absorption
heat pipes that are each connected to two 75mmwide 1mm thick fins inside the
solar collector on the lower end. On the higher end it is connected to the PCS
system. The solar collector was positioned in a North facing orientation and
it was tilted 45◦ from the horizontal to capture more heat energy in the winter
and less in the summer in order to produce a high average throughout the year
for the current latitude angle at Stellenbosch of σ = −33.9301◦ and a longitude
angle of λ = 18.8647◦. The PCS system consists of 150 kg of PCM with an
aluminium volume fraction of XV (al) = 9.5% which equates to a mass fraction
of XM(al)=28%. The masses of the two components equate to roughly 107 kg of
wax and 43 kg of aluminium. The geyser consists of a 150L tank of water. Both
the storage tanks were well insulated with 75mm of polyurethane insulation
with a thermal conductivity of 0.026W/m K. The storage tanks were covered
with a galvanized steel sheet that has a solar absorptivity αS = 0.7 and an
emissivity of εS = 0.2. This resulted in a much lower loss to the environment
because of some solar gains during the day and low losses through radiation
to the cold night sky.

The user load profile was determined by allowing the user to extract all the
available hot water above 41 ◦C at a rate of 10L/min which is a reasonable rate
of hot water draw off for a low flow shower head fully open (Saving Energy,
s.a.). The draw off times were selected to be at 07:00 and at 19::. If the geyser
was not heated above the minimum temperature by 06:00 or 18:00 then the
geyser was switched on.
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The system holds the potential to reduce the annual electric energy peak
demand of the residential sector during sunny conditions. This is done by
effectively decoupling the electric control volume at the time at which electric
energy is used to heat the geyser only during times when there is low demand
for electric energy. The main advantage of this system is that this is done
without compromising the hot water utility of the solar geyser. The analysis
gives further insight into transient analysis of solar thermal PCS systems which
incorporate phase change material to store heat at a lower temperature than
would be required with a sensible storage material, which results in lower
environmental losses as well as a more reliable high temperature heat source
for any solar thermal energy application.

The system analysis is divided into the following sections: The solar collector,
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Figure 3.7. The control volumes of the PCM SWH used in the system
simulation.
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the PCS system, the heat exchanger and the geyser. The solar collector is
thermally connected to the PCS system with the aid of the heat absorptionheat
pipe. The PCS system is also thermally connected to the heat exchanger with
the aid of the heat removal HP2. The whole system is modelled to be exposed
to the surroundings, this entails that all the components experience heat gain
or heat loss due to environmental conditions such as solar radiation, convection
to the ambient air and radiation to the sky temperature.

In the thermal simulation model the incident solar energy Qincident as well
as the losses to the environment at the collector side Qg(cv) and Qg(rad) are
taken into account. The losses from the fins Qfg(cv) and Qfg(rad) will give
an indication of how much more energy can be absorbed if the collector is
evacuated or if the radiation loss is lowered by decreasing the emissivity of the
fin control volumes. The total energy absorbed by the heat pipes that heat
up the PCS system needs to be determined. There are 8 heat pipe risers so
that means Qhp1(abs) needs to be multiplied by a factor of 8. These risers each
go into the PCS system and are each exposed to a number of fin and PCM
parts through the heat pipes condenser wall. The energy absorbed in the PCS
needs to calculated by multiplying each PCS control volume with the number
of parts, as well as the number of risers. This gives the total energy absorbed
by the PCS system. The PCS gives its heat to the heat exchanger through the
heat removal HP2. The evaporator is exposed to the PCS control volumes,
and the condenser is exposed to the heat exchanger that contains a number of
tubes. Water is pumped from the geyser through the tubes which receive heat
through the heat removal HP2.

The solar radiation incident on the solar collector is of prime importance,
because this is where the main heat absorption from the sun takes place. The
position of the solar collector and its tilt angle have a large effect on how
much incident radiation will be experienced by the solar collector. The solar
radiation is calculated according to the time of year, time of day and geographic
position to accurately model the solar radiation that will be received by the
solar collector if it is placed in the sun.

The heat pipe acts as a thermal diode in the sense that heat transfer occurs at
a high rate when heated from below and heat is extracted from the condenser
side. When the bottom is cooled and the top condenser side becomes hotter
then the lower evaporator side, then the only heat transfer that takes place is
conduction along the thin-walled heat pipe. The difference in heat transfer
rates is immense and the heat pipe effectively transfers heat only in one
direction.

The PCS system consists of a series of heat pipes that are connected to the
solar collector that heats the PCS section. On the other end of the PCS system
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the evaporator of the heat removal HP2 extracts heat when the heat exchanger
receives cool water from the geyser. The PCS system itself consists of fins that
span from the heat absorption side to the heat removal side and are called the
main fins. Thin inner fins that are connected to the main fins further distribute
heat throughout the PCS system and also act as convection suppressors and
form heat paths into the phase change material. Both the heat pipes and the
fins act as heat transfer enhancers that increase the rate at which heat can be
stored or extracted from the phase change material.

The heat absorption heat pipe and the fins heat up the PCM which stores
heat in sensible and latent form during solar irradiation periods and release
this absorbed heat during the heat removal phase to the heat exchanger. This
heat exchanger delivers heated water to the geyser. The PCS system thus
acts as an additional intermediate PCS system that is able to heat up the
geyser especially when no solar radiation is available. If this system is to
be implemented it is suggested that a thermocouple be placed at the heat
removal side of the PCS system and if it measures a temperature sufficiently
higher than that in the geyser, then the pump that circulates water through
the heat exchanger to the geyser, must be switched on. The geyser backup
element must also be linked to the control system and only be switched on if
there is not enough heat stored to heat the geyser at a sufficient rate.

The geyser is modelled as an upright cylindrical tank with its diameter equal to
its height to reduce heat loss rates to the environment. The geyser is insulated
with 50mm of rock wool. The water control volumes Tw(0−rowx) are modelled
as horizontal disks that loses heat to the environment to the sides, top and
bottom of the geyser. The inside water control volumes lose heat through
natural convection to the sides, top, and bottom. The heat is then conducted
through the insulation to the outside where heat is transferred to the ambient
air through either natural, mixed or forced convection depending on the wind
speed around the geyser.

Heat is also transferred to the cold sky temperature through radiation. The
geyser element is located in the bottom of the geyser and heats up the bottom
control volume if there is insufficient heat energy available in the system. For
example, after the PCS system has had the whole night to heat up the geyser
and it is still not hot enough, than the geyser switches on in time before
the residents wake up to use hot water. After the geyser has switched on
the bottom control volume may become hotter than the one above it. If the
bottom control volume is hotter than the control volume above it, then the
switch places with each other. In this way the whole tank may be heated with
the geyser element. In the simulation the consumer uses warm water from
the geyser in the morning and in the evening until the water temperature falls
below 41 ◦C at a rate of 10L/min, which is the rate at which a normal shower
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head discharges water during use.

The system analysis consisted of a solar collector, PCS tank, heat exchanger
and solar geyser. Each component is dynamically linked to the other com-
ponents. If the solar collector geometry is altered this will have an effect on
both the temperatures that the PCS system and the solar geyser will achieve.
The sizes chosen for the present analysis are a 2.4m2 solar collector, a tank of
150 kg of PCM with a 5% volume fraction of fins. The geyser selected is a 150L
geyser. The solar collector is tilted 45 ◦ from the horizontal and is aimed north
because of its location is in the southern hemisphere. Both the PCS system
and the geyser are modelled as cylindrical containers that have lengths equal
to their diameters to minimise losses to the environment through convection
and radiation.

The system is modelled for four consecutive clear sky days during the time
period of the summer solstice that occurs during December 21. The simulation
runs from December 20-23 to eliminate the effect of start-up conditions. It is
noted that the first day acts as a start-up period. For example the start-up
conditions are set to 21 ◦C but after the first day of simulation all temperatures
of the PCS are above 30 ◦C. Also the maximum temperatures reached are lower
in the first day compared to the simulation days after it. Because the next three
days closely resemble each other it was deemed sufficient to test only for four
days to determine the specific case’s performance. It is noted that the system
acts as a system in series. The whole system heats up throughout the day,
both the solar collector, PCS and the geyser. During such a sunny day both
the phase change material and the water in the geyser heat up above melting
temperature as well as above the minimum water temperature of 40 ◦C. This
enables the system to deliver hot water for nighttime use. The extra energy
acquired in the PCS medium is also sufficient to heat up the water for early
morning use, although there is slightly less hot water available in the morning
because of the lower temperatures of the water control volumes in the geyser.
It is however still hot enough to be usable without the need for the electric
backup element to be switched on. The backup element will therefore only be
used during long periods of overcast or rainy weather or during periods when
an excessive amount of hot water is utilised.

3.11 Conclusion of numerical model

In the thermal numerical model the experimental module described in Section
4.4 which comprises of wax melting at a constant temperature of 59 ◦C and
which expand from a density of 910 kg/m3 to 790 kg/m3 and the wax control
volumes expand in the height while the wax absorbs its latent heat of fusion
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of 200 kJ/kgduring melting. Only a small section of the module is modelled
by discretising the section into control volumes. The storage section control
volumes are divided into long single control volumes in the height as shown
in Figure 3.3. The different control volumes that are found in the model
are described, and the phase change of the wax is described by the discreet
approximation Figure 3.6 where it is depicted how the wax heats up or changes
phase or cools down and how the numerical model uses the different equations
to keep track of both the temperature, density and melt fraction of each wax
control volume.

The numerical model of the storage module is then linked thermally by con-
necting the heat absorption side of the PCS system to a solar collector as well
as linking the heat removal side of the PCS system to a geyser. The whole
system is modelled using solar irradiation values that may be experienced when
a clear day is experienced, as well as calculating convection and radiation losses
from the solar energy system.
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Chapter 4

The experimental set-ups, testing
and analysis of the designed
thermal storage module

In Chapter 3 the numerical model that is used to calculate theoretically how
fast the storage module absorbs heat during heat up or how fast heat is removed
during cool down. This chapter describes the experimental set-ups used and
the rationale for choosing the finned PCS module with heat pipes set-up is
described in Section 4.1. The experimental set-ups include the initial tests,
such as the heat pipe characteristic test and the kettle cool down test, as
well as the full heat absorption and heat removal cycle of the PCS modules.
The experiments include the analysis of the temperature change that occurs
during the heat absorption and heat removal cycles of the PCS module and
the calculation of the heat transfer to and from the PCS module. Using the
experimental tests as a point of reference, the numerical model of the PCS
module will be compared and finally calculate how well a SWH system that
has an additional PCS system connected to it will perform.

4.1 The modular set up rationale for using
rectangular test section, paraffin wax, heat
pipes and an aluminium fin matrix

The experimental PCS unit needs to consist of a module that could be repli-
cated easily to build up a passive PCS system. It is decided that an organic
paraffin wax should be used as PCM because it has highly uniform cyclic
ability with low thermal degradation, is non toxic and has a reasonably high
energy density. The basic HTE building blocks that the author chose are
rectangular micro heat pipes and aluminium fins. The shape of the rectangular
heat pipes are ideal for distributing heat all across its exposed heat transfer
surfaces in a uniform manner. A kettle is chosen as a heat source because
the temperature range that the water can be heated to is between ambient
and boiling temperature. This high temperature is sufficient to melt the wax
within a reasonable period of time, and in a solar collector, where such storage
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systems will be incorporated in future, similar temperatures could be reached
in the solar collector. When the evaporator section of the heat pipe is placed
in the heated kettle water it will transfer heat uniformly to the condenser
section because of saturation conditions that exist within the heat pipe. The
fins effectively enlarges the effective surface between hot fins and the cooler
wax and reduces the distance that the heat needs to be transferred through
the wax and shortens the melting and solidification period.

The main work are the PCS modules’ heat absorption and heat removal tests.
During heat absorption the PCS modules are heated up to 80 ◦C and during
heat removal they are cooled to below 35 ◦C. A suitable PCM for this test
set-up was chosen, namely paraffin wax, with a melting point of 59 ◦C. The
selection is based on the temperatures that can be achieved in the experimental
tests, see Figure 4.2. The hot temperature can’t reach temperatures far above
90 ◦C before the water in the kettle boils. The cold side of the experiment is
at about 16 ◦C, so 59 ◦C seems like a good intermediate temperature for the
test. In real solar water heating applications using the concept design in Figure
1.5, a wax melting temperature of at least 59 ◦C and possibly up to 80 ◦C is
suggested, since this hotter intermediate PCM will result in heating the water
faster and to a higher temperature.

The storage section is chosen to be long and rectangular in shape with the
heat pipes placed flush on either side. The reason being that the heat pipes
will either introduce or remove heat all along its exposed surface and the heat
front will effectively progress horizontally all along the height of the storage
module. Furthermore by choosing a narrow width of 72mm the heat absorption
and heat removal period is reduced because the absorbed heat only needs to
be transferred a maximum of 72mm through the fin material. This width is
sufficient to measure the heat front progression during the test.

Also the fins were baked together such that when the wax is poured in between
the fins the wax will form long narrow components. These wax control volumes
will be able to expand or contract in the vertical direction. Heat will be
transferred by conduction because the long narrow wax compartments will not
experience strong convection currents because of the long very narrow shape of
the compartment. The heat removal rate will be increased because of the many
finned heat conduit passages, which will result in fast solidification periods.

4.2 Indoor test set-up of the heat pipe

The heat pipe was tested separately by placing the bottom part known as the
evaporator inside the kettle water. The top section is connected to a heat
exchanger as indicated in Figure 4.1. The tests conducted included slowly
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heating the kettle while also passing water through the heat exchanger. From
this continuous operation during both heat up and cool down of the kettle the
heat transfer characteristics of the heat pipe were determined. The results are
summarised in Section B.1.1.

4.3 Indoor testing of the wax only PCS module

The experimental modules shape were specifically selected to be long and
rectangular. This rectangular PCS system was heated from the heat absorption
side until completely heated, and then heat was extracted from the heat
removal side. This specific geometry, heat source and heat sink enable virtually
uniform heating from the side, as well as cooling from the other side. By
using the rectangular heat pipes which use a working fluid that exist at a
given saturation temperature all along its length during operation heat is
uniformly supplied or extracted along the length of the PCS system. Heat is
also transferred uniformly along the depth of the rectangular heat pipe which
will result in two dimensional flow as seen from the side. A few similar heat
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Electric Kettle

Heat pipe

Heat exchanger

Figure 4.1. The test set-up for the indoor heat pipe characteristic tests.
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absorption and heat removal cycles of the experimental tests were conducted
on both the experimental modules to detect the sensitivity of the system under
certain conditions and to establish that there is reliability in the system during
operation. Three tests were conducted on the heat pipe that was placed one
end in the kettle and the other end connected to the heat exchanger. A total
of three heat up and cool down tests were conducted on the wax only test
module, and a total of six heat up and cool down tests of the finned PCS
module was conducted.

The test set-up comprised a variable heat input electric kettle and one thermal
storage unit that comprised two heat pipes, one at the heat absorption side,
and one at the heat removal side. It also contained the thermal PCS system
containing either wax as heat storage material or wax with fins in between,
as shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.4. The temperature measuring points of the
experimental set-up were placed at certain positions to measure the heating
up and cooling down of the wax during the heat absorption and heat removal
cycles. The thermocouple measuring points were placed along the width and
along the height. This was done to capture the heat absorbed in the horizontal
and in the vertical directions.

The one test consisted of the storage module filled only with wax. The heat
absorption HP1 was immersed in the hot kettle water at the lower evaporator
side. The wax only tests consist of the heat absorption test and the heat
removal test. First the wax was heated through the heat absorption HP1 until
it was completely molten. The heat removal side was insulated during this
test. Then the heat removal test was conducted by first extracting the hot
water from the kettle and then the cool down test was conducted by letting
cold water from the constant head tank flow through the heat exchanger that
was connected to the heat removal HP2 Thp2.

4.4 Indoor testing of the PCS module with fins
as HTE

Metallic fins are a cheap and widely available option to consider to enhance
heat transfer. Their application in car radiators make them available at mass
production prices. The aim was to manufacture fins that enables sufficient heat
transfer during solidification when the PCM solidifies onto the fin surfaces and
forms an insulative layer which reduces heat extracted from the PCM. The
final fin geometry is measured and incorporated into the thermal simulation.
The enhancement can readily be altered by using thicker or alternately thinner
fins to enhance heat transfer and contain the wax in long vertical convection
suppressed containers. The fins used in the experimental module were baked
together in a factory in an oven at 590 ◦C with aluminium paste and cut to
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size for the experimental module. Thermocouples were placed inside the finned
PCS system. The fins were then heated above melting point before pouring
liquid parraffin wax in between the fins. Tests were done by heating up the
PCS module to above the melting temperature or alternatively cooling it to
below the melting temperature to capture the whole heat absorption and heat
removal cycle characteristics of the PCS system.

To quantify the inner parts of the PCS system, comprising the heat pipes and
the PCS system (the wax and HTE mix), it is suggested by Rausch et al. (2011)
that each major component be tested separately and then grouped together
in the final analysis of the system. This will aid in fault detection of the heat
pipe and component characteristic tests, for example it will help to test the
components separately to make sure the heat pipe is working optimally and
that the simulation of the particular component is correct, and a better overall
understanding of the interactions between components will be realized. This
relates experimentally to testing and simulating the heat pipe with a hot source
at the bottom evaporator side, and a cold water draw off at the condenser
side. The inner heat transfer coefficients of the heat pipe are obtained in the
initial test set-up shown in Figure 4.1 . The coefficients are determined by
solving the resistance diagram in Figure 3.2 after including the temperature
measurements. Temperature readings are taken on the wall of the heat pipe
at the evaporator, adiabatic and the condenser section. The temperatures of
the hot side and the inlet and outlet temperatures of the heat pipe are also
measured. The resulting distribution is calculated, and then the heat pipe and
the wax section is tested together. The initial set-up comprises one heat pipe
with its lower end immersed in hot water, which receives a constant flux of
energy at the evaporator side, and a constant water flow rate across the top
heat exchanger in the condenser.

4.5 Methodology of analysing the absorbed
heat in the the storage section of the
numerical and experimental modules

The heat transferred to the wax is calculated numerically by calculating the
net heat transfer to each control volume and adding all the control volumes
that exist in the PCS module. The heat transferred to the experimental section
is calculated from the temperature measurements. The sensible heat absorbed
as well as the latent heat absorbed by making use of the effective heat capacity
method. This method entails assigning a melt fraction to each temperature
measurement ranging between 40 ◦C with a melt fraction XM(l) = 0 and 59 ◦C
with a melt fraction of XM(l) = 1. It is assumed that the melt fraction varies
linearly with temperature for this approximation. The wax and fin container
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was divided into 5 vertical sections and each section was approximated as
having the same temperature as if it is one control volume each.

4.6 Observations of flow phenomena during the
experiments conducted

During the testing of the PCS module, it was observed that all the wax does
not stay within its column, but because of expansion during melting and
contraction during solidification the wax migrates between vertical segments,
especially during solidification. During this phase the wax is effectively sucked
to the extractor side and large and small voids form at the heat absorption
side. This phenomenon is not accounted for in the mathematical modelling,
but rather each container of wax is modelled to stay static inside its respective
compartment.

4.7 Sensors and instrumentation

The instrumentation for experimental analysis consisted of two data aqcuiring
modules connected to a data acquiring system. The data acquiring system
connects through a USB connection to a laptop containing National Instru-
ments software. The sensors consisted of T-type thermocouples, a stopwatch
and a 600ml measuring container. The thermocouples were calibrated with
the aid of a variable temperature machine and a resistance thermometer. In
Appendix A the results are given with an in depth description of the calibration
procedure. The flow rates were very slow and the total error in measuring the
time was negligible. Several measurements were taken of each flow rate to
establish that constant flow at a certain rate was achieved. This was done to
reduce the measuring error even further.

The sensors and instrumentation used were composed of the following
components: A DAQ system: National instruments p/N 190415B-01 that has
four slots and in which two National Instruments 16 sensor points data acqui-
sition drives were placed. There model number and serial numbers are:DAQ01
model number 198854B-01L serial number 1537000, and DAQ02 model number
199272A-01L serial number 148DA46. The calibrating equipment which was
used was a calibrator, which is described as a Field metrology well with process
readout: model 9142 serial number B29291. The reference thermometer that
was used was a platinum resistance thermometer with model number 9351472
and serial number 191069. The thermocouple was calibrated Feb 2013 by
SANAS calibration laboratories certificate number RAP 15738
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Figure 4.5. The solidification of the wax during the heat removal cycle.
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Heat absorption HP1
Heat removal HP2

Wax and fin block

Figure 4.6. The final state of the wax after a complete heat removal cycle.

4.8 Health and safety

Safety is of prime concern. The manufacturing and testing procedures were
developed with the possible risks and hazards in mind. For example the heat
pipes contain acetone which looks similar to water but which is poisonous if
drunk and if it gets in your eyes it may cause serious damage. The acetone
was handled with care and kept only in clearly marked containers and it was
stored away safely after use. The heat pipes were also developed to handle
the internal pressures that the vapour in the pipe exerts on the pipe walls
when overheated, and the heat pipes performed well under normal operating
conditions. The wax used in the tests was ordinary candle wax with a melting
temperature of 59 ◦C. This is the legal melting limit for candle wax to prevent
scalding when a drop of liquid falls onto your skin. The containers were well
sealed to prevent leakage and decrease the risk of scalding in the extreme case
where a large amount of wax splatters onto your skin. Wax was melted with
a resistance heater and with boiling water that both have the inherent risk of
causing burning or scalding a person who is unaware of the risks involved. Clear
caution signs were put in place during PCS module creation and during test
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operations and no burns were experienced during the testing of the systems.
The design can be made even safer by either embedding the wax into a clay
mixture or fusing it with plastic. Afterwards there would be no risk of leakage
even when the wax is melted. This added safety measure is an important
factor to consider when choosing designs.

4.9 Conclusion of experimental set-ups

In this chapter the different experimental set-ups are described. Starting with a
short introduction, which is followed by a description of why this particular set-
up was chosen in Section 4.1. It was described how the current experimental
setup was chosen not only for easy analysis by making use of a thermally
symmetric geometry, but also because the set-up is modular and can easily be
scaled to form a storage system that is able to store heat at a low temperature
that will reduce losses to the environment. A description of how the heat
pipe was set up and analysed is given in Section 4.2. The set-up of the wax
only experimental module is described in Section 4.3 and the finned module
is described in Section 4.4. Then the Methodology is described and the visual
observations are recounted. The sensors and instrumentation is described as
well as the health and safety aspects inherent in the design and set-ups. The
set-ups were chosen to shed light on the operation modes of the heat pipes and
the modules were designed to have transparent container materials in order
to easily observe the melt front and the expansion and contraction during the
phase change processes.
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Chapter 5

The numerical and experimental
results

The experiments were conducted with the aim of characterising the thermal
storage unit. The tests conducted give in depth information about the char-
acteristic response of the heat absorption and heat removal heat pipes, the
electric kettle and the wax and aluminium fin PCS system. During the analysis
of the PCS system energy balances of the different components were calculated
from the experimental measurements. From these calculations the heat loss
of the kettle to the environment, the heat loss from the PCS system to the
environment and the energy flows from the kettle into the PCS module was
calculated during the heat absorption cycle. Also during the heat removal
cycle the heat flow from the PCS module to the water passing through the
heat exchanger was calculated. The total energy transferred into and from
the PCS system was calculated as well. The characteristic response of the
heat absorption and heat removal of the heat pipe was also determined and
compared to the initial characteristic response of the multichannel rectangular
heat pipe.

5.1 The results of the tests done with the
experimental wax only PCS module

The control test that only contains wax in the PCS PCS system develops a
clearly defined melt front during melting. The shape resembles the letter ‘P’
as shown in Figure 5.1. The heated heat pipe melts a vertical layer of wax.
This layer contains hotter liquid which is less dense at the top than at the
bottom, this hot wax cools down when it interacts with the solid wax surface.
More wax is melted at the top by the hotter liquid wax than at the bottom.
This results in a hotter liquid wax region at the top and a colder solid region
in the right bottom corner that takes a very long time to melt completely.

When the wax is cooled down there is no visibly clear solidification front.
There is however a clear heat front which is captured by the thermocouples
inside of the PCS system. The sensible liquid heat is first extracted during the
initial heat removal period and then a solid layer forms on the heat removal
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Solid
PCM

Liquid
PCM

t =30 min t =45 min t =1:15 hr:min t =3:00 hr:min t =4:00 hr:min

Figure 5.1. The melt front development during a heat absorption cycle of
the control PCS module.
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HP2. Heat removal rates into the heat exchanger decrease quickly to very low
values. The solid wax therefore forms an insulative layer which decreases heat
transfer to the heat removal HP2. The rest of the wax clouds over and small
solid pieces form. Finally as it completely solidifies a large void forms in the
centre of the wax structure almost all the way to the bottom as it solidifies
and contracts.

The PCS module without fins takes a very long time to cool down (more
than 6.5 hours), and after an hour and a half the temperature difference
across the heat excanger becomes very small even at very low flow rates and it
becomes difficult to measure the heat removal rate accurately, as almost no heat
is extracted from the PCS system through the heat exchanger. During such
a long heat removal period the total energy loss to the environment through
the polystyrene insulation also becomes significant. It is noted that the wax
in the control test is initially much hotter than in the wax and fin test set-up.
The control set-up acts as a minimum baseline test. These test results are now

t =30 min t =45 min t =1:00 hr:min t =1:15 hr:mint =15 min

Solid
PCMLiquid

PCM

t =1:15 hr:min t =2:00 hr:min t =3:00 hr:min t =4:00 hr:min t =5:00 hr:min

Figure 5.2. The heat front development during a heat removal cycle of the
control PCS module.
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Figure 5.3. Temperature comparison between the PCS module with and
without fins during a typical heat absorption cycle.
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Figure 5.4. Temperature comparison between the PCS module with and
without fins during a typical heat removal cycle.
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compared to the results of the test of the module with fins and it can be seen
in Figure 5.4 that the fins significantly improves the heat removal rate to the
heat exchanger.

The power and total energy extracted from the PCS system for the control
test and the test with fins is given in Figure 5.5. The difference between the
tests was that the initial temperatures of the control test were higher because
of the long heat absorption test that was done to melt all the wax in the PCS
system. Even though the control test was hotter initially and the PCS system
contained 20% more wax than the fin test the wax only control test was unable
to transfer all its heat to the heat exchanger to heat up the water in it. During
the heat removal cycle only 130 kJ was extracted in the test period of one hour
fifteen minutes. During the fin test on the other hand, 260 kJ was extracted
which is twice as much energy during the same time period even though the
finned PCS module was colder initially than the control test. This shows that
the fins have a dramatic effect on the heat removal rate as well as the total
energy that will be delivered to the water that is circulated to the geyser.

5.2 The results of the tests done with the
experimental and numerical PCS module
with HTE

The temperatures inside the wax and fin PCS system increase quickly when
heated from the heat absorption side until the wax starts to melt as indicated
in Figure 5.6. The rate of temperature change then decreases and this rate is
then maintained until all the wax has melted. The temperature then rapidly
increases again but it flattens out quickly before reaching thermal equilibrium.
The reverse is also true for the heat removal cycle as indicated in Figure
5.7. The temperature quickly decreases until the first control volume starts to
solidify. The rate of temperature change then decreases until all the wax is
solidified. The rate then quickly picks up again before finally flattening out at
the thermal equilibrium. The general temperature variation trend is similar to
the experimental results, but with clearer cut zones which signify the initiation
or the total change in phase. This may be because the thermocouples measure
a discreet point, while the discretised control volumes calculate a small section
of wax.

The temperature profile shown in Figure 5.6 gives an indication how much
heat has been absorbed in the PCS system. The experimental and numerical
responses differ. The differences are that the change in the gradient during
a heat absorption cycle occurs at a lower temperature. This occurs at about
40 ◦C, and it increases again when all the wax is completely melted at 59 ◦C.
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Figure 5.5. Power and energy comparison between the PCS module with
and without fins during a typical heat removal cycle.
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The probeless thermocouples indirectly indicate the onset of melting in the
finned PCS system by the decrease in temperature gradient when the wax
starts to absorb heat in latent form and melting is initiated. It is assumed in
the calculation of the absorbed energy in the wax storage that the wax absorbs
sensible heat as it heats up, as well as latent heat in the temperature range
between 40 ◦C and 59 ◦C. The energy absorbed in a wax section is given by
the following correlations. First the sensible energy is taken into account:

Qwaxsensible = mwaxcpTwax (5.1)

xtra
During the heat up experiments there is time lag between the onset of heating
by the hot water in the kettle and the thermal response to heat up. This
is mainly caused because the micro heat pipe only starts to transfer heat
effectively when the temperature difference between the hot kettle water Th
and the condenser wall temperature is large enough. In this case it was about
20 ◦C. The time period for complete heat absorption of the PCS system was
about the same if the 30minutes lag period is taken into account.

As indicated in Figure 5.7 there is no lag period during heat removal because
initially the temperature difference between the PCS system and the water
coming from the heat exchanger is quite large. This causes immediate start-
up of the heat removal HP2. The main differences between the experimental
end numerical modules are that the numerical module cools down to water
inlet conditions, but the experimental module cools down more slowly and
decreases more slowly than the numerical module. This may be because of the
contact resistance between the heat pipe and the fins, as well as the insulating
effect of the solidified layer of wax that forms on the fins and the heat pipe
and again the thermocouples measure at a location close to the centre of
the wax compartment, which results in a slightly higher measurement than
the wax interfacing with the fins. Overall the temperatures indicate close
correlation between the experimental and numerical module test findings and
the numerical module is validated.

In Figures 5.8 and 5.9 the temperature variation and melt fraction is indicated
during a typical heat absorption and heat removal cycle. The sensible heating
takes place first, but almost comes to a standstill when the heat front progresses
by means of melting the wax control volumes. This is noted by taking a good
look at the progression of the melt front in the wax control volumes. Then when
all the wax is melted the wax heats up sensibly to thermal equilibrium. During
the heat removal cycle the reverse happens and the freeze front progresses
from the right to the left. This finite control volume visualisation aids in
understanding the operation during heat absorption and heat removal of the
PCS system and is used as a means of numerical model verification.
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Figure 5.6. Temperature response during a heat absorption cycle of the
experimental and numerical module.
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Figure 5.7. Temperature response during the heat removal of the
experimental and numerical module.
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The heat transfer rates that result during the heat absorption of the PCS
system follow the characteristic sequence as depicted in Figure 5.10. The
power absorbed increases as the temperature difference between the kettle
and the wax control volumes increases, but then when the melting initiation
point is reached the power absorbed starts decreasing. The rate then decreases
very slightly until the melting is completed. The rate of heat absorption then
decreases to zero as thermal equilibrium is reached.

During the heat removal mode there is a difference between the experimental
and numerical responses. This is mainly due to the slower flow rate in the
experimental heat removal test which was kept so in order to ensure that
the temperature difference stays large enough to minimise the error readings
when calculating the heat absorption in the heat exchanger. The rate of heat
removal is initially large in the first 10 minutes, but then it drops down to
round about 100W and it stays close to constant for about 30 minutes. The
rate then decreases until no significant heat is removed from the PCS module.
It is noted that the rate of net energy uptake of the aluminium fins drops
to almost zero during the melting and the solidification modes and that they
act as pure isothermal heat conductors to the melting wax control volumes.
It is also noted that the shape of heat uptake and heat removal rates closely
correlate with the measured experimental rates.

It is also noted that the numerical model extracts heat faster than the exper-
imental test. The shape of cool down is however very similar to the physical
experiment. The difference may be due to the wax storing some latent energy
across a temperature range between 40 ◦C and 59 ◦C and does not deliver all its
latent heat at the higher assumed temperature of 59 ◦C used in the numerical
analysis. It is suggested that a micro-crystalline wax melting at above 59 ◦C
be used in SWH applications to increase heat transfer to the geyser.

During the analysis the energy absorbed in the PCS module is kept account of
by equating the energy absorbed to the amount that the PCS system heats up
and by the amount of wax that has melted in each control volume. In Figure
5.8 the heat absorption cycle of the PCS module is graphically represented.
The temperatures in the PCS system initially heats up quickly because of the
large temperature difference between the hot water and the wax and fin control
volumes. The wax temperature variation then dramatically changes when it
starts to melt. The fins now act as heat conduits that transfer heat to the
melting wax, and the melt fraction progression can be clearly seen in Figure5.8.

The cool down phase is graphically represented in Figure 5.7. The cool down
occurs at a much faster rate because of the high heat transfer rate caused by
the forced convection in the heat exchanger. During the heat removal cycle
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Figure 5.8. The numerically determined temperature variations and the melt
fraction of the PCS module as viewed from the top during heat absorption only
from the heat absorption side.
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Figure 5.9. The numerically determined temperature variations and the melt
fraction of the PCS module as viewed from the top during cool down only from
the heat removal side.
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the whole PCS system cools down until all the sensible energy in liquid form is
extracted. Then the melt fraction decreases in the rightmost control volumes
first because it is cooled from the heat removal side of the PCS module. The
molten wax becomes less and less until it is totally solidified in all the wax
control volumes.

The fins are heat transfer enhancers that aid the absorption of heat as well
as the heat removal from the storage module. The fins form vein-like heat
conduits that reach deep into the PCS system and delivers heat at a close to
constant temperature during heat removal. It is noted that the heat transfer
coefficient acting upon the PCS system has a large effect on the heat absorption
or alternatively the heat removal rate of heat to and from the PCS system.
These heat transfer coefficients are therefore determined experimentally and
checked against theoretical calculations so that the numerical system is well
matched with the experimental module. These comparisons make it possible
to validate the numerical model.

The heat absorption heat transfer rates can be seen in Figure 5.10. The
numerical analysis indicates that the heat transfer rate forms a ‘dome’ shape,
first the heat rate increases strongly and as the module heats up the temper-
ature difference between the hot kettle water and the wax storage decreases.
This results in the heat transfer rate decreasing until thermal equilibrium is
finally reached. The assumption to divide the test module into five sections
resulted in a jagged heat transfer result, but overall the numerical simulation
is approximated by the five control volumes.

During heat removal the numerical heat removal heat transfer rates are con-
siderably higher than those of the experimental module, as can be seen in
Figure 5.11, and as already mentioned the reasons for this could be thermal
contact resistance between the heat pipe and fin or the insulating effect of the
wax as it solidifies onto the heat transfer surfaces. The flow rate was also not
precisely the same as in the numerical simulation, therefore the heat removal
was slower in the experiments to keep the temperature difference high enough
to keep the measurement error small. Finally void formation could also play
a role to decrease the heat transfer rate.

The total energy absorbed in the PCS system is the highest line in Figure
5.12. When melting starts the aluminium main fin suddenly greatly slows
down in energy uptake. The aluminium almost stops heating up and transfers
almost all its absorbed heat to the melting wax. The wax absorbs heat at a
constant rate because of the constant temperature condition of the melting
wax at Tm =59 ◦C. The aluminium absorbs more energy only when all the
wax has melted before it comes to a quasi steady state at thermal equilibrium.
The heat extracted from the PCS system is at first very fast, then it slows
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Figure 5.10. Heat transfer rates during a heat absorption cycle of the
experimental and numerical module.
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Figure 5.11. The heat transfer rates during heat removal of the experimental
and numerical module.
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down before coming to a complete stop at thermal equilibrium when the PCS
system is completely heated.

Figure 5.12 shows how much energy is absorbed during the heat absorption
test of a 0.87 kg wax storage unit. Most of the energy is absorbed in latent form
and this is indicated by the close to constant rise in absorbed energy during the
heat absorption test. The experimental and numerical tests correlate very well
with each other, and taking the 30 minute lag time into account the results
are very similar both in magnitude and in time needed to heat the unit.

The extracted energy indicates that the time it takes to physically remove the
heat from the PCS unit is in fact longer than the numerical model predicts.
This is partly due to differences in the heat removal rate of water through the
heat exchanger and the numerical model as well as contact resistance and the
insulating effect of the solidifying wax layer. The energy was however extracted
much faster with the fins than without them and the model shows a similar
shape during energy removal. This verifies the numerical model for the current
shape and fin geometry and it can therefore be used with confidence to model
PCS systems in solar applications.
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Figure 5.12. The energy absorbed during heat absorption of the experimental
and numerical module.
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Figure 5.13. The energy extracted during heat removal of the experimental
and numerical module.

5.3 The results of tests on the numerical PCS
SWH system with HTE

For the final analysis the geyser was never required to be switched on, because
the PCS system was capable of heating the geyser to the required temperature
during the nighttime after the hot water had been extracted from the geyser.

The simulation was run for four consecutive days during the summer solstice
period from 20-24 December in the southern hemisphere location of Stellen-
bosch. The resulting temperatures during this transient analysis were plotted
in Figure 5.14. The plot indicates the last two days of testing to indicate the
pattern that was followed during the analysis. The temperatures indicate that
all the wax melts during the day, and that during the nighttime it completely
solidifies as it transfers its absorbed heat to the geyser water. This results in
a whole tank full of hot water for early morning use.

The total incident energy that the collector experiences is given in Equation
5.2 and it is plotted in kWh in Figure 5.15.

Qinc = Σtend
t=0 ĠscAsc∆t (5.2)

The total energy absorbed by the solar collector is also given, as well as
the energy finally absorbed from the PCS system into the geyser. The total
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Figure 5.14. The temperatures that the solar collector, PCS system and
geyser reach during two typical sunny days during the summer solstice.

energy extracted from the solar collector during the four consecutive days of
testing is also given. The solar collector was treated with a selective coating
that has an absorptivity αsc = 0.87 and an emissivity of εsc = 0.1. The total
absorbed energy during the four days amounted to 19 kWh which is less than
half of the incident solar irradiation on the solar collector. It is noted that
the losses to the environment of the two storage tanks were offset by the solar
irradience incident on the storage tanks. Also quite a lot of the incident energy
upon the solar collector is either lost through convection or it is radiated out
of the solar collector. This high value is partly because of the relatively high
operating temperatures of the solar collector which is required to melt the
paraffin wax and heat it sufficiently to increase the temperature of both the
geyser and the PCS tanks to above 60 ◦C during the day.

The energy contained within the PCS and the geyser is plotted in Figure
5.16. This gives an indication of how much energy is absorbed and where it is
stored before it is used by the consumer. During the day both the PCS and
the geyser are heated up in series, first the PCS heats up and then the geyser
follows suit. During hot water use by the consumer the energy level in the
geyser is dramatically lowered, after which it is increased again by the heat
transfer from the PCS system to the geyser.
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5.4 Discussion of the results

The experimental and numerical test results are given in this chapter and in
Appendix B. This included heat transfer tests that was conducted on the heat
pipe. The heat pipe was tested by submerging the lower condenser part in an
electrically heated kettle and connecting a heat exchanger to the top evaporator
part. The steady operation of the heat pipe gave an indication of how fast heat
could be transferred through the heat pipe. The heat pipe was found to exhibit
three stages of heat transfer as indicated in Figure B.1. The first of these is
a proportional initial heat transfer stage, when the temperature difference
between the hot source and the cold sink is small. When the temperature
difference increases the heat pipe reaches a transition stage where heat transfer
rates decrease. Finally when the temperature difference is very large the heat
transfer rate drops to a plateau or to a limit phase of heat transfer.

A cool down test of the electric kettle was also conducted. The tests gave
an indication of how fast heat would be transferred to the environment at any
given kettle temperature. It was found that the hotter the temperature of
the insulated kettle becomes, the higher the losses to the environment will be
as shown in Figure B.4. The heat loss relation was however only found to be
accurate when the kettle wasn’t boiling the water as this resulted in high losses
of the kettle water by evaporation. Tests were therefore conducted without the
kettle boiling to keep better track of the energy transferred into the system
from the electric kettle element, to the kettle water, which in turn heats the
PCS module through the aid of the heat absorption HP1 during the charge
cycle, and from the PCS module to the water that is passed through the heat
exchanger.

The experimental test module without fins was characterised by very slow heat
removal rates, the heat absorption rate however was enhanced by increasing
the kettle temperature to very close to boiling, and convection currents in
the liquid wax played a significant role in melting the solid wax, as can be
deducted from the melt profile in Figure 5.1. The finned PCS module heated
up slightly faster and more uniformly than the wax only PCS module, even
though the kettle temperature was kept below 90 ◦C in the finned test. During
heat removal of the finned PCS module, heat was extracted at a much higher
rate than in the wax only PCS module, as can be seen in Figure 5.4, even
though the temperature in the finned PCS module was lower at the beginning
of the heat removal cycle.

The thermocouples in the finned wax PCS system measured the temperature
variations that occur during heat absorption and heat removal cycles. It was
found that the temperature variation along the height is small during normal
operation when heat is uniformly applied from the side as shown in Figure
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B.7, or uniformly extracted from the side as shown in Figure B.8. It was also
found that the whole PCS system increases in temperature as it is heated from
the side and the heat is therefore transferred very effectively in the horizontal
direction as indicated in Figure B.5 during heat up, and during cool down in
Figure B.6. The thermocouples’ temperature readings were used to model the
heat absorption or heat removal rate and energy absorbed or extracted from
the wax module. It was found that by representing the thermocouple reading
as a representative energy level of the control volume, good correlation could
be found between the energy removed from the wax and the energy absorbed
in the water passing through the heat exchanger.

The heat transfer coefficients of the heat pipe during heat absorption and
heat removal cycles were calculated from the experiments. An average value
was then used in the numerical analysis. With these values included in the
numerical model, the experimental and numerical test results compared very
well. The numerical model of the test module is validated from these tests.

This numerical model was set up to model the experimental tests of the module
containing fins. The correlations found experimentally of the heat transfer
coefficients from the water to the heat pipes, the heat transfer coefficients
experienced inside the heat pipes, the thermal material properties and geom-
etry of the wax and fins, as well as the test conditions that were applied
to the experimental test were incorporated in the numerical model. The
results indicated in Figure B.13 showed that there is a very good correlation
between the experimental and numerical models. The numerical model was
able to calculate the time period that it would take to transfer heat to the
heat exchanger, and the amount of energy that would be transferred from the
wax to the water. The numerical model successfully calculated the thermal
response during heat absorption and heat removal cycles of the PCS system.
It is concluded that the numerical model of the PCS can be used as a building
block in solar thermal system analysis.

The PCS module without fins is comparable to the 5 cylindrical heat pipe and
PCM storage section designed and tested by Robak et al. (2011b) and given in
Figure 2.3. It also took 4 hours (when comparing Figure 2.4 with Figure 5.4)
to solidify completely during the heat extraction mode. Take into consideration
that this is a very rough comparison which does not take into consideration
the mass flow rate of the cooling water or the possible temperature that the
storage can heat water to. The finned PCS however was able to extract all the
heat that was previously absorbed in latent form in the wax as well as most of
the sensible heat within only one hour. This is a vast improvement and opens
up possibilities of using finned systems even without heat pipes to transfer the
heat throughout the PCM.
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When comparing the natural convection currents that exist in the molten wax
during melting of the wax only PCS module the natural convection currents
were significant in increasing the melt front propogation just like in the tests
conducted by Robak et al. (2011a), but it was much easier to distinguish it
because of the two dimensional melt front as shown in Figure 5.1. The very
long solidification time period underlined the possible improvements that can
be obtained with fins. In the work conducted by Laing et al. (2009) aluminium
fins are suggested because of their high thermal conductivity and low density
that results in low cost per volume of fins. They do however suggest that
the fin configuration be optimised, and for a PCS-SWH this could result in
a good mass production solution. Laing et al. (2009) tested a 8.51 kWh PCS
model that has NaNO3 as PCM that melts at 306 ◦C. Rectangular horizontally
placed fins were used and pipes were passed through these fins. The finned
configuration was then placed in the storage container before liquid PCM was
poured into the container. It was found that the system could deliver an
average of 4.3 kW for 1 h 40 min to deliver a total of 7.2 kWh during the heat
removal phase.

The possible improvement noted by Laing et al. (2009) is that the fin material
could still be optimised to use less material and still yield good thermal results.
Such a system was developed by Laing et al. (2013) which is composed of a
700 kWh finned PCS system. This system is depicted in Figure 5.17 and shows
the snowflake like fins that extend from the circular pipes. In a similar way
the rectangular system can be optimised to use less material and still deliver
sufficient heat during the heat removal phase.

When comparing the proposed PCS-SWH to the system studied by Met-
tawee and Assassa (2006) that which is described in Section 1.5 the new concept
is able to extract heat much more uniformly and quicker because of the heat
pipes and fins that extracts the heat from the PCM. When compared to the
system also described in Section 1.5 of citeCanbazoglu2005 the new PCS-SWH
was able to be stored at temperatures far higher than the melting temperature,
thereby increasing the possible energy capacity per volume of PCM. When
looking at the wax movement during expansion and contraction during the
phase change the new PCS-SWH is more predictable when compared to the
system of Liu et al. (2006a), because the wax compartments are allowed to
expand in the vertical direction and stays within its respective compartments.

The numerical model of the PCS module was validated by comparing it to an
experimental module exposed to similar operating conditions. The numerical
model was then used in a solar water heating simulation. It was found that
by using many modules, that each use a smaller amount of fin material, that
amounts to 150 kg of wax and 34 kg of fin material, the PCS system was able to
heat up a cold geyser during the night for morning use, as indicated in Figure
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Figure 5.17. The finned PCS system cross section as seen from the top which
was developed by Laing et al. (2013).

5.16. It was found that a large amount of latent heat was stored inside the wax
during sunshine periods and that the PCS could store and finally deliver heat
at a constant temperature. It was successful in heating a solar geyser to above
50 ◦C. It is suggested that further tests be conducted with an evacuated tube
and a higher melting synthetic wax melting at least at 80 ◦C. This could result
in faster heat absorption times because of the larger temperature difference
between the hot wax and the cold water that enters the geyser during use.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and conclusions

The purpose of the project was to analyse an alternative means of storing
thermal energy, and in particular storing heat for a solar water heating ap-
plication. The motivation for this is to increase the hot water available from
a given solar collector system consisting of a solar collector and geyser. This
must be done by decreasing the amount of time the backup element is switched
on. By adding an additional PCS tank, which is able to store more heat at a
lower temperature, more energy may be available from the same solar energy
system for evening and morning use. This would result in an overall increase
in hot water available throughout the year. In the experimental set-up such
a latent heat PCS system was analysed. This system comprised rectangular
extruded heat pipes, rectangular vertical fins forming extended heat transfer
surfaces, and paraffin wax as PCS material. These components were tested
together experimentally and the thermal response was calculated numerically.
To analyse the system two experimental modules were designed, built and
analysed thermally during heat absorption and heat removal cycles. One of
the test modules contained only two rectangular heat pipes placed parallel to
each other with a long vertical rectangular wax section in between the heat
pipes. One side is used to heat the test section, and the other heat pipe removes
heat from the PCS system. The other test section also contained aluminium
fins with wax embedded in between the fins. In this concluding chapter the
contribution that each part of the analysis made is described: Firstly the
contribution of the component analyses, both of the heat pipes and the wax
in the PCS module with fins are discussed in Section 6.1. A discussion follows
in Section 6.2 which describes the contribution of comparing a PCS module
with and without fins. The advantages of using heat pipes with fins are noted
and the contribution of such a PCS system numerical model is described in
6.3. The contribution of comparing this numerical model to its experimental
equivalent and thereby validating the numerical model is discussed in Section
6.4. The potential improvement that could be made to a given solar water
heater by adding a PCS system is discussed in Section 6.5.
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6.1 The contribution of the heat pipes and wax
experiments to the experimental analysis

During the analysis of the heat pipe three characteristic tests were plotted
together on Figure B.1a and different modes of operation were observed. These
modes are dependent on the temperature difference between the evaporator
and the condenser of the heat pipe. Three modes of heat transfer exist in the
heat pipe: Firstly for low temperature differences a linear fit was found to
reasonably fit the data, as indicated in Figure B.1b, then a transition zone was
entered upon, and the point of this occurring was found to occur between 120W
and 140W and finally a constant rate of heat transfer is realized at very high
temperature differences, which occurred between 100W and 75W. This shows
that the heat pipe has an inherent limitation in its heat transfer characteristics
and that it has different modes of operation which are dependent on the size of
the evaporator and condenser surfaces, as well as the temperature differences.

The mode of heat transfer in the heat pipe was determined as depicted in
Figures B.9 and B.10 on Pages 111 and 111. It was found that there are two
modes of heat transfer during the heat absorption cycle, and only one during
heat removal. A linear and quadratic regression fit were imposed on the data
set and the quadratic fit suited the data set very well during heat removal of
the PCS module.

The energy analysis during the heat absorption cycle of the PCS system exhib-
ited close correlation between the energy transported to the kettle, the energy
absorbed in the wax and the kettle, and the energy lost to the environment.
The energy absorbed in the wax was lower than the value calculated and this
is ascribed to the evaporation from the kettle during heat up mode. Two
ways of analysing the wax control volumes were used. One used instantaneous
melting at the melting temperature, which inaccurately calculated that the
energy uptake occurs suddenly. The preferred method was to look at the
gradients in the temperature variation and to use the change in gradient to
gain a point of melting initialisation and complete melting and to use latent
heat absorption in a range of temperatures as described in Equation ??. It
was found that the melting initialisation point starts at about 40 ◦C. This is a
point at which the gradient starts to change and if the PCS system is compared
on an energy basis the rate of absorption of the PCS module correlates closely
to the energy input from the kettle water. Similarly during heat removal from
the PCS system the decrease in energy in the PCS closely correlates to the
energy uptake by the water in the heat exchanger. In Figure B.13 on page 115
this correlation is plotted next to the measured energy absorbed in the water
of the heat exchanger. The total energy extracted from the wax is given in
gray under the heading Qwaxtotal and it closely resembles the energy extracted
in the heat exchanger both in shape and magnitude.
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6.2 The contribution of the PCS system
comparison with and without fins to the
experimental analysis

In the current experimental research aluminium fins and rectangular heat pipes
were utilised to enhance heat transfer into and out of a paraffin wax PCM.
The reasons for this were that the heat transfer rate into and out of the phase
change material was much slower when no fins were used than when fins were
used during heat absorption and heat removal cycles. For example, during the
heat absorption cycle of the PCS module which only contains wax and no fins,
the wax only module took two times as long to melt (4 h) compared to the
PCS system with fins (2 h) as indicated in Figures 5.1 and 5.6. During the
heat removal cycle over a period of 1 hour 15 minutes, 2 times more energy
was extracted from the finned configuration (260 kJ) than from the wax only
configuration (130 kJ) as indicated in Figure 5.5. This was in spite of the
wax only PCS module containing 20% more wax. The wax only module was
thus unable to extract the absorbed latent energy trapped inside the PCM,
because the solid layer insulates the still molten wax from the cooling surface.
This gives an indication of the potential of using heat pipes as well as finned
surfaces in PCS systems, where all the heat may be extracted across a small
temperature range and within a reasonable period of time. The insulating
effect of the wax was overcome to a large degree by the insertion of the fins, and
improved heat transfer was realised to and from the PCM. It is recommended
that the added aluminium material and manufacturing cost to improve heat
transfer performance must be weighed against the improved utility on a life
cycle cost basis.

The experimental observations of the experimental module without fins, shown
in Figure 5.1, indicated the melt front progression during heat-up of a rect-
angular wax section heated from the side. It was observed that as the size
of the liquid layer increases, so too does the convective currents increase,
resulting in an enhanced heat transfer rate. Hot liquid wax collects at the
top of the solid wax section and it enhances the progression of the melt front
by transferring heat to the solid section of wax. On the other hand during the
heat removal cycle the insulative effect of the solidified layer of wax forming on
the heat removal HP2 results in very slow heat removal times. The convection
effect is not prominent during the solidification process and it is exactly this
disadvantage that is overcome by adding rectangular fins to further enhance
the heat transfer rate to the heat removal HP2.

The experimental analysis of the finned PCS module shed some light on how
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the wax melts inside finned compartments and specifically how the expansion
occurs during melting and the contraction during solidification. The experi-
ments showed that during heat removal the wax solidifies onto the heat transfer
surfaces, contracts and leaves long vertical void crevices. It also indicated that
in such a finned container the wax melts uniformly, and all the wax was quickly
melted when heat was applied to the heat absorption HP1, and it quickly
solidified compared to what happened in the control case which contained
no fins in the PCS compartment. The experimental thermal measurements
indirectly indicated the onset of melting and the completion of melting by the
change in temperature rise gradient when a constant heat source was applied
to the PCS system. This is because the wax melts at a close to constant
temperature, so the wax heats up quickly initially when it is still cool and the
constant heat source is first applied, then it suddenly slows down its increase
in temperature until all the wax is melted, after which it increases in rate of
temperature rise before finally slowing down to its final thermal equilibrium
temperature.

The heat absorption HP1 was successful in transferring heat all along its
condenser section length and transfers heat in a uniform manner across its
entire condenser section. This enables the wax to form a liquid vertical layer
all along its heat transfer surfaces during heat absorption cycle and reduces
the pressure that would be exerted on the wax container if it was heated from
below and expanded during melting.

The temperature variations in the PCS system in both the vertical z-direction,
the horizontal x-direction, as well as the depth variation in the y-direction
were measured. Taking only one control volume in the vertical direction into
consideration is deemed accurate enough, as well as the assumption of thermal
symmetry in the depth of the PCS module. The melting front progresses
horizontally and has a vertical shape when the thermocouple readings in the
PCS system are compared. Insight into when a segment has completely melted
or started to solidify was also determined from the thermocouple readings, and
the analysis thereof led to finding the range at which the wax starts to melt and
finally completely melts and vice versa during solidifiacation. The assumption
in the numerical model that control volumes may be divided into long vertical
compartments are justified from the thermocouple readings.
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6.3 The contribution of the simulation of the
PCS system with HTE fins to the
numerical analysis

The numerical analysis indicated that the heat up phenomena may be better
described in the light of the temperature rise and the melt fraction. It was
shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 that the heat is first absorbed sensibly until the
first control volumes start to melt, then a melt front progresses from left to
right as heat is absorbed, mostly in latent form. Then finally the wax heats
up sensibly to the thermal equilibrium point. The opposite happens when
heat is removed from the heat removal side of the PCS system. From the
power graph in Figure 5.11 it can be seen that the fins act as heat transfer
conduits that stop heating up while the wax is melting or solidifying and pass
the heat on to the wax control volumes until all the wax is liquefied during
the heat absorption phase or solidified during the heat removal phase. The
importance of the fins can be deduced from this analysis by assessing how
much heat is transferred just through the fins to the wax control volumes,
thereby increasing its effective thermal conductivity by creating heat paths
throughout the PCS system. The numerical analysis makes it possible to
test different fin configurations without requiring the manufacture of many
modules and adapting the system to suit a particular application, for example,
developing a PCS system that can deliver heat more quickly or using minimal
fin material and still yielding reasonable heat removal times. It also opens up
the possibility to test the PCS in conjunction with the solar thermal system
that absorbs energy from the sun and stores heat in the geyser before it is
delivered to the consumer, as discussed in Section 6.5.

6.4 The benefit of comparing the numerical
and experimental results to the numerical
model validation

During the experimental and numerical analyses the underlying heat transfer
phenomena, such as enhanced conduction heat transfer to and from the PCM,
were observed regarding the heat absorption and heat removal of a compact
thermal PCS module. The numerical results were calculated using the exper-
imentally determined heat transfer coefficients of the heat pipes. From the
comparative tests it was found in Section 5.2 that the numerical model of
the module does well to calculate the thermal response of the experimental
module. It was also found that the heat transfer could be derived, such
as the heat transfer coefficients that result during the sensible and latent
heat absorption and heat removal cycles. It was found from the numerical
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analysis of the temperatures that occur in the PCS system as well as the
melt fraction indicated in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 that when fins were used heat
was transferred first sensibly, until the onset of melting, and then the whole
PCM melted without either the fins or wax heating up significantly, until
all the wax was melted, then finally it heated up sensibly to the equilibrium
temperature. There were some differences between the discreet measurements
of the temperatures with the thermocouples, which are placed close to the
centre of the wax compartment, and the control volumes in the numerical
analysis which assume one temperature exist inside the whole control volume.
It was decided that the thermocouples’ temperature measurements can best
represent the PCS system by assigning a melt fraction to the temperature
of each segment, such that the total energy absorbed or removed correlates
with the energy calculations of the entire module. The correlation used for
this analysis is given in Equations 5.1 and ??. It is suggested that in future
analysis the thermal properties of the PCS material are determined first and
then to adapt the numerical model to implement these thermal properties in
the numerical calculation.

6.5 The potential of an additional latent heat
storage tank in a solar water heating
application

The test module that was heated above melting was capable of delivering heat
to the water in the heat exchanger, initially at 100W and the heat delivered
decreased linearly to 35W after an hour. The average heat transferred per
kilogram of wax is calculated to be 77W for an hour to deliver a total of
0.077 kWh. The numerical simulation calculated that more heat should be re-
moved early in the simulation (Starting at 180W and dropping proportionally
to 100W after 30min) and less energy was removed later in the simulation
between 30min and 1 h. This is mainly due to the difference between how the
wax performs physically and how it is simulated numerically. The numerical
analysis assumed that all latent energy is available at 59 ◦C, which would be
the case for a pure crystalline wax, but from the experiments it is deduced that
the latent heat stored in the wax is delivered across a range of temperatures
between 40 ◦C and 59 ◦C. The quality of the energy is recommended to be used
as an indication of what the PCS module can deliver at different flow rates.
If this module was used exactly as it was used in the experiment, but only
in a full scale solar water application, where a total mass of 150 kg of wax is
used and exactly the same geometry of the modules, then the phase change
system would be able to deliver heat at 11.56 kW for an hour to deliver a total
of 11.56 kWh from the PCS system. This would be a more than sufficient heat
input to heat up a tank full of water to 46 ◦C. This means that the PCS system
has potential as an additional heat store in solar water heating applications,
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but some alterations may still be made such as to use less fin material and still
transfer sufficient heat to the geyser.

It is suggested that different configurations be tested and the performance
of each geometry quantified. For example, if the collector is enlarged, while
keeping the PCS system and geyser the same would result in higher tempera-
tures, but also higher environmental losses. If the PCS tank is enlarged, the
time it takes to heat it up takes longer, because of the larger thermal inertia
of the solar thermal system. If the geyser is enlarged, then the water in the
geyser takes much longer to heat up, but more hot water is available at a time.
In the present configuration during days of low solar radiation there may not
be enough energy to heat up both the solar collector and the PCS system and
during these periods the system will act as a sensible system. It is therefore
suggested that the geyser is coupled to a solar collector, and the PCS system
then acts as an additional heat source at nighttime.

The numerical results of the chosen PCS system in a SWH application in-
dicated that the PCS system can store heat at a sufficiently high temperature
to have the capability to heat up the geyser water from 20 ◦C to 50 ◦C which
was more than sufficient. It is recommended that more tests be conducted with
evacuated tube solar collectors and a higher melting synthetic wax such as the
C80 SASOL wax that can withstand very high temperatures and store the heat
at a higher quality, which will result in faster geyser heat up periods. For the
current set-up it was found that a large 3.6m2 collector with a selective coating
can heat up a 150 kg wax storage with 34 kg of fin and heat pipe material and a
150L geyser on a sunny day in summer. This heat can then be used to deliver
hot water at above 50 ◦C to the consumer at night and again the next morning.
This was deemed as sufficient proof for a proof of concept that a PCS system
can be incorporated to deliver dispatchable heat and decrease electric backup
energy input. Further tests may lead to cheaper systems that are still capable
of delivering sufficient heat on a year round basis.

6.6 Main conclusions and contributions of the
thesis

In this study a novel PCS system was developed and investigated. It was
shown that by using heat pipes and fins as HTEs the heat absorption and
heat removal rates in the PCM can be greatly enhanced. This improves the
application possibilities of the concept where fast and reliable heat extraction
rates may be required from the storage system.

From the experiments conducted on the finned PCS module it was found that
the approximation of 2 dimensional heat front as seen from the top is justified
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because of the rectangular heat pipes capability to spread the heat uniformly
all across its condenser surface during heat absorption phase. In a similar
fashion heat could be extracted uniformly by the heat removal heat pipe.

The fins greatly improved the thermal performance of the storage section by
increasing the energy removed five fold (250W vs. 50W during one hour of
heat extraction). The fin material may be reduced to decrease cost, while still
achieving good thermal performance

In this thesis a numerical C++ code was developed that solves the explicit
energy balance computer algorithm. The numerical model handles each of the
PCM control volumes by keeping track of the temperature, melt fraction and
density. The phase change was modelled to occur at a constant temperature
of 59 ◦C. The control volumes expand in the vertical direction during the
expanding melting process. No mass transfer processes were considered, but
because of the chosen geometry this phenomenon is regarded as negligible.

The numerical analysis of the PCS module depicted in Figures 5.8 and 5.9
indicates graphically that the PCS system first heats up like a normal sensible
system until melting is initiated. Then after melting initiation of the first
wax control volume the storage exhibits the characteristic of a storage with
a very large thermal inertia. This results in very slow temperature rise of
the whole storage until all the wax control volumes have melted. Looking at
the numerical analysis during heat absorption the power absorbed decreases
proportionally from 85W to 65W in 35min. This system was exposed to a
constant temperature heat source. This showcases the steady heat absorption
of the storage module during melting at a constant temperature. Similarly
during the heat removal phase a steady rate of heat extraction was achieved
during solidification. Looking at the numerical analysis during heat removal
the power absorbed decreases proportionally from 180W to 120W in 25min.
Also from observations and energy calculations it was possible to uniformly
melt all the PCM during heat absorption and uniformly solidify all the PCM
during heat removal.

In the spearhead modelling of a SWH system that incorporates a PCS system
it was found that the system shows promise to improve the hot water utility
of a SWH system. The improvement was mainly due to the additional storage
being able to heat the geyser during night time without the need to use the
electric backup element for early morning hot water use.
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Chapter 7

Recommendations for future work

The development and long term testing of the proposed SWH with additional
PCS system concept would shed light on the actual savings that could result
with such a system. The numerical model of the PCS system can be adapted
to simulate different fin materials and PCM depending on the application. For
example, in a solar cooking application that needs to store heat for nighttime
cooking, the PCM would have a melting temperature between 150 ◦C for
boiling water, and 300 ◦C for baking and grilling applications. In around
the clock solar heating industrial applications additional PCS may improve
operating periods in applications such as hot water for washing and steam
generation. On the solar side evacuated tubes may be considered for reaching
temperatures up to 200 ◦C. Parabolic troughs or parabolic dishes and central
receiver systems may also be used to obtain higher input temperatures in power
generation for example. For each application the model needs to be adapted
to calculate the solar energy input, the storage of energy of the PCS system,
as well as the load conditions that could be expected.

It is suggested that further PCS-SWH tests that use this indirect PCS system
that use heat pipes and fins to transfer the heat to the PCM be conducted
it with an evacuated tube solar collector and that a higher melting synthetic
wax melting at least at 80 ◦C be used. This could result in even faster heat
absorption times between the PCS system and the geyser water because of
the hotter wax which would result in a larger temperature difference. From
a HTE perspective further tests on inherently safe form stable composites of
either clay and wax or polyethylene and wax as tested by Krupa et al. (2007)
to prohibit the risk of hot molten wax spilling out of the container in the
case of the container cracking. In this solid setup the natural convection can
not take place and the pure conduction model would predict the system even
with a wide variety of fin configurations. It is also suggested that some of the
heat absorbed in the solar collector be connected directly to the geyser so that
the water may be heated faster during the day. Then when the geyser is hot
enough the heat could be redirected to heat the PCS system.

It is also recommended that future analysis of such solar heating applications
that use PCM as storage material to combine the first law of thermodynamics
analysis, such as energy balances on each control volume, but also to have a
strong focus on second law of thermodynamics analysis that quantifies the loss
in quality of energy from the high quality, high temperature solar input to the
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lower temperature and thereby lower quality PCS system and finally to the
energy delivered to heat water to above 40 ◦C and thereby to low quality heat,
or to bake food, or to produce steam or to generate electricity.
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Appendix A

Calibration and error analysis of
the thermocouples used in the
experiments

The calibration of the thermocouples was conducted using a calibration ma-
chine that can be accurately set to any temperature between −20 ◦C and
180 ◦C. The temperatures that were measured during testing was between
10 ◦C and 100 ◦C. The tests were conducted in temperature steps of 10 ◦C
from 0 ◦C to 150 ◦C to capture whether the temperatures deviate from the
readings of the resistance thermometer. During each step the temperatures
were allowed to reach thermal equilibrium before a reading was taken from the
resistance thermometer. The calibration test set-up is shown in Figure A.1.
The thermocouples were placed inside the temperature controller with the
resistance thermocouple. The thermocouples were connected to temperature
channels which measure the voltages that result from temperature changes.
The thermocouple channel readings were then converted to temperature read-
ings by the National Instruments software and these temperature readings were
stored in the memory of the laptop.

Two calibration tests are shown in Figure A.2 and it indicates a very close
correlation between the different thermocouples and similar readings compared
to the resistance thermometer. In Figure ?? the difference between the ther-
mocouple readings at thermal equilibrium and the reading from the resistance
thermometer is calculated between 0 ◦C and 100 ◦C. The error of the readings
are within 0.9 ◦C of the resistance thermometer. The experiments measured
values between 20 ◦C and 100 ◦C. A 0.9 ◦C error does not significantly introduce
inaccuracies to the analysis of the experiments. The error between two channels
are very small (in the order of 0.1 ◦C). By choosing two thermocouples (TS12

and TS15) that have a very similar response curve to measure the temperature
difference across the heat exchanger the system error is minimised to within
0.02 ◦C. By ensuring that the flow rate through the heat exchanger is such
that there exist a 3 ◦C temperature difference the relative erro is limited to
0.66% as calculated in Equation A.1. The calculated heat absorbed by the
water passing through the heat exchanger could vary within 0.66%.
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0.02 ◦C
3 ◦C

= 0.66% (A.1)

Thermocouple
channels

Resistance
thermocouple

Temperature
controller

Resistance thermocouple
display module

Laptop

Figure A.1. The calibration test set-up of 9 thermocouple wires with a
resistance thermometer.
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Figure A.2. The calibration of the thermocouples in the range of 0 ◦C to
150 ◦C.
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Figure A.3. The error of the thermocouples when compared to the resistance
thermometer in the range of 0 ◦C to 100 ◦C.
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Appendix B

In depth experimental results

The experimental results aid in understanding the operation of the heat pipes,
as well as the wax and fins PCS module. The heat pipe characteristic ex-
periments were conducted to capture its heat transfer response during varied
temperature differences. The full experimental set-up of the two heat pipes
sandwiched between the PCS system included 27 thermocouples. These mea-
surements are analysed from a temperature response point of view, as well
as calculating heat flow to and from the PCS module as well as the energy
absorption in the PCS module. The temperature difference between the inlet
and outlet of the heat exchanger, as well as the flow rate are used to determine
how much heat is transferred from the PCS module to the water in the heat
exchanger.

B.1 Analysis of the heat flow characteristics
conducted for the kettle and the heat pipe

To accurately model the total system consisting of the kettle, the heat ab-
sorption HP1, the thermal PCS system, the heat removal HP2 and the heat
exchanger the components are first tested separately. From these tests cor-
relations for the kettle as it cools down to the environment and the heat
pipe operating under various temperature differences to transfer heat from
the bottom evaporator section to the top condenser section are determined.

B.1.1 The heat pipe characteristic test

In Figure B.1 on page 102 three characteristic tests are plotted together. The
procedure followed during each of these tests was to heat the kettle while the
evaporator side of the heat pipe was immersed in the water of the kettle. Most
of the heat absorbed in the kettle by the heat pipe was transferred to the heat
exchanger at the condenser at the top of the heat pipe. The heat transfer rate
into the cooling water is calculated from the measured temperature difference
between the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger and the mass flow rate from
the following equation:

Q̇extracted = ṁwcp(w)(Tc(out) − Tc(in)) (B.1)
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The cooling results are much more uniform than the heating up results, but this
may be because of electronic interference of the measuring equipment between
the kettle and the thermocouples during the heat up mode. The cool down
tests are deemed to be much more accurate because the kettle is switched off
during the cooling down of the kettle water. The heat pipe’s response during
the three cool down tests and two of the heat up tests can be divided into three
distinct zones. The first zone is a linear response where the power transferred
increases as the temperature difference increases. This follows the equation of:

Q̇w = 3.3406
(
Th(avg) −

Tc(in) + Tc(out)
2

)
− 5.530 (B.2)

This correlation is followed up until the transition phase where the heat pipe
stops following the linear relationship and reaches a limit of the highest rate
of heat transfer. The highest rate measured was during test three where the
linear relationship was followed up until 150W. This test was conducted at
a slow, but constant flow rate of cold water through the heat exchanger and
it also gave the most uniform curve (see the blue bottom blue plot of Figure
B.1). After the transition phase the correlation changes to a constant limit of
Q̇w = γ where γ varies between a value of 100W for a slow flow rate at the heat
exchanger to 80W at a faster flow rate. In the tests with the two heat pipes
and the PCS system sandwiched in between the two, the aim with the PCS
modules is to operate in the linear zone. The two heat pipes’ temperature
difference will be checked to ensure that the maximum limit is not reached
during operation of heating and cooling tests.

B.1.2 The kettle characteristic test

In the kettle cool down test the kettle was first heated up to a maximum
temperature, and then the kettle’s element was switched off and left to cool
down. The floats were placed on the surface of the water during all tests with
the kettle to inhibit evaporation on the surface. The kettle cools down quite
slowly when not heating up the PCS system, and this can be attributed to the
kettle being well insulated and the floats sufficiently suppressing evaporation
of the kettle water. The resulting temperatures of the kettle as it cools down
to the cool environment are then averaged over 400 seconds to average out the
small fluctuations in the kettle water temperature readings. From these values
a correlation of the energy loss from the kettle to the environment for each
kettle temperature is calculated.

The cool down of the kettle was measured on 06/10/2013 and the average
values over 400 seconds of cooling were used in the calculation of each of
the averaged temperature loss during cool down of the insulated kettle. The
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Figure B.1. a)The characteristic of heat transfer rates of the heat pipe for
various Th − Tcold(avg) temperatures, and b)the least squares regression fits
through the initial mode of heat transfer rates.
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Figure B.2. The initial mode of the characteristic heat pipe heat transferr
performance with a linear curve fit.

regression fits yielded a close resemblance between the linear and the quadratic
fit. The function used in consecutive tests used the linear relation given in
Equation B.3.

Q̇kettle(loss) = −0.477721(∆T ) + 2.67464 (B.3)

B.2 Analysis of the PCS module with HTE fins

During the heat up test conducted on the 15th of June 2013 the kettle was
turned on at the full power of 1850W. The water then heated up quickly and
started to boil, when this high temperature was reached the kettle was turned
off. The kettle was turned on and then off for four cycle periods during the
wax heat up test. The total energy entering the system of the kettle and the
PCS system is the rating of the element times the amount of time in which it
was switched on.

B.2.1 The temperature variations in the PCS system

In the following description the thermocouples readings are compared. These
thermocouples are placed according to that depicted in Figure 4.2 In the
central plot of Figure B.5 the top of HP1 is indicated in red. This gives
a good indication of when the kettle is on, and when it is off. The kettle
is on when the gradient is positive. The rest of the temperature readings
always have a positive gradient during heat up, because of the large difference
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Figure B.3. The heat transfer coefficient of the evaporator side of the heat
pipe during characteristic test.
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Figure B.4. The loss to the environment from the kettle averaged over 400
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in temperature between the kettle water and the heat absorption HP1. The
thermocouple at point TS10 is the top left edge of the PCS system and measures
about three degrees lower than in its central counterpart indicating some
temperature difference at the left top side between the middle and the side.
The TS11 thermocouple on the side of the container is similar to the its central
counterpart TS05. This indicates that as the heat front progresses it is more
and more uniform in the y-direction. The temperature variation between the
leftmost and the rightmost temperatures stay about the same until melting
at 59 ◦C is reached when the temperature variation becomes less and less as
it converges at a point of thermal equilibrium. It is also observed that the
temperature variation between the leftmost and rightmost temperature points
are largest at the top at about 6 ◦C and the bottom variation of about 3 ◦C.
This may be because of stratification between the top and the bottom, and
this is further analysed with the vertical thermocouple comparison in Figure
B.7 for the heat up mode and in Figure B.8 for the heat removal test. The
temperatures in the vertical direction are very close to each other throughout
both the heat absorption and the heat removal mode. This validates the
assumption that there are not large variations in the vertical or z-direction.
A final note on the rate of change of the temperatures with respect to time,
or in other words the gradient. The gradient suddenly increases when the
temperatures reach the melting point. This may be because of convection of
hotter fluid that is transported over the thermocouple reading point, or it may
be because of faster heat transfer of the molten wax when the wax medium is
solidified.
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The horizontal thermocouple measurements are indicated Figure B.6. The
rightmost thermocouple cools down first and then the middle and finally the
leftmost thermocouples follow suit. The temperatures during cool down first
drop quickly in temperature, and then flatten out when the solidification
temperatures are reached. The flattening out indicates that more energy is now
extracted through the solidification process and less through sensible cooling
down of the wax. Finally when all the wax has solidified the gradient becomes
steeper even though less and less energy is extracted by the heat exchanger
(see Figure B.13 on page 115.). This is because all the latent heat has been
extracted from the PCS system and it is quickly depleted of its last bit of
sensible energy.

B.2.2 The power transferred through the heat pipes
during heat absorption and heat removal modes

Two different rates of heat transfer occur in the heat absorption HP1. The
red line in Figure B.9 indicates the rate when the kettle is switched on. The
calculation of the criteria whether the dominant heat trasfer mode is forced or
mixed or natural convection, indicated a value of Gr/Re2 = 0.12 which gives
rise to mixed convection. The red line shows the rate of heat transfer when
the kettle is switched off and when natural convection is the main mode of
heat transfer. It is noted that the temperature difference across the heat pipe
stays small throughout the heat up test and that the heat is thus effectively
absorbed in the PCS system.

During the cool down of the finned PCS system the temperature difference
across the heat pipe is much larger. This may be because of the low temper-
ature of the cooling water in the heat exchanger. The extracting heat pipe
operates in the first zone of heat transfer, where the first zone is a region
of operation in which the heat transfer varies linearly with respect to the
temperature difference across the heat pipe. The heat pipe only enters the
transition phase for a short period of time as indicated in Figure B.10. The
results indicated in the graph is calculated from the temperature difference
between the thermocouple at the bottom of the second heat pipe Thp2b and
the average water temperature in the heat exchanger Tbhe which stands for the
bulk temperature. A linear and a quadratic curve are fitted using the least
squares regression method through the Qextracted data set and it is found that
the quadratic function fits the data better across the entire range of operation
that the heat removal HP2 experiences.
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Figure B.5. The temperatures measured at the top of the PCS system, the
middle of the PCS system and the bottom of the PCS system and the heat
pipes during the heat up test 107
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Figure B.6. The temperatures measured at the top of the PCS system, the
middle of the PCS system and the bottom of the PCS system and the heat
pipes during the cool down test 108
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Figure B.7. The temperatures measured at the left, the middle and the right
side of the PCS system during the heat up test.
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Figure B.8. The temperatures measured at the left, the middle and the right
side of the PCS system during the cool down test.
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Figure B.10. The power transferred through the heat removal HP2 during
heat removal.
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B.2.3 The total energy and power absorbed and
extracted during a heat up and a cool down test

During the test conducted on 15/06/2013 the total energy entering the system
is 860 kJ as can be seen in Figure B.11. The loss to the environment from
the hot kettle is then calculated to be a total of 180 kJ, or 21% of the total
energy entering the system was lost to the environment. This is according to
the cool down test of the kettle done in Section B.1.2. A total of 38% of this
nett energy entering the system is ultimately extracted into the heat exchanger
water. Where does the 62% that is left go to? It seems that most of it is left
behind and not absorbed in the wax in the first place. It is deduced that
the steam escaping during boiling during the heat up phase may be the place
where the excess energy escapes from the PCS system. The kettle cool down
test only considers hot water that is cooling down, not boiling water that is
heating up. In consecutive tests the variac was used to limit the power which
enters the system. The total energy absorbed in the wax totals about 280 kJ.
Of this value a total of 260 kJ is extracted into the cooling water. A minimal
amount of 20 kJ is either left in the PCS module or lost to the environment.
Most of the stored energy is transferred to the water that is passed through
the heat exchanger, but the quality of the energy decreases significantly from
hot kettle water at 90 ◦C to cool water in the heat exchanger at 23 ◦C.

According to Figure B.12 on page 113 the power absorbed in the wax
starts off at a high rate of 100W. This is because of the large temperature
difference that exists between the wax and the kettle water. The rate then
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Figure B.11. The total energy in the kettle and the total energy flows into
and out of the kettle measured and calculated
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slowly decreases until a plateau is reached. This indicates the onset of melting.
After all the wax has melted the rate decreases until thermal equilibrium is
reached and no more energy is absorbed in the wax.

In the cool down test the power transferred gradually decreases as the test
progresses and as the wax cools down. This is shown in Figure B.13 on page
115. The power transferred is measured from the flow rate and the temperature
difference between the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger. From the four
thermocouples that measured the temperature difference the total difference
between the minimum and maximum energy transferred during the whole test
is 2.6% which is negligibly small and is due to measurement differences in the
insufficiently mixed water, and measurement errors. Maximum heat transfer
from the PCS system takes place when it is at its hottest and less and less
heat is transferred as the PCS system cools down. The flow rate was close to
constant during heat removal for most of the experiment and the heat extracted
does not deviate much in any short span of time. From the mass of the wax in
the PCS module (0.876 kg) and using a latent heat of fusion of hsl =200 kJ/kg,
it is calculated that 67% of the heat absorbed in the wax is latent energy.
The solidifying of the wax and efficient transfer from the PCS system to the
heat removal HP2 also gives rise to the steady rate of heat transfer during the
solidification of the PCS system.

The extracting heat pipe operates in the first zone of heat transfer, where the
first zone is a region of operation where the heat transfer varies proportionally
with respect to the temperature difference across the heat pipe. The heat
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Figure B.12. The power absorbed in the wax during heat up according to
measurements
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pipe only enters the transition phase for a short period of time. The graph is
calculated from the temperature difference between the thermocouple at the
bottom of the second heat pipe, Thp2b, and the average water temperature in
the heat exchanger.

B.2.4 The total energy in each segment of the PCS
system

As can be seen in Figure B.14 on Page 116complete melting during the heat
up test takes place as follows. First control volume TS04 starts to melt, then
TS01, then TS07, which is first the middle then the top and then the bottom of
the leftmost measuring points. Then later the middle group melts very shortly
after each other first TS05, then TS02, then TS08, and finally the furthest group
TS09, TS06, and then TS03. Each of the last two groups melt so shortly after each
other that it can safely be said that the melt front during melting progresses
horizontally in the x-direction and the melt front has a vertical shape.

During solidification the solidification front does not develop in the same
way as the melting front does. During melting it was observed that the fluid
filled up the voids, but during solidification large elongated voids formed in the
vertical z-direction. First TS06 solidifies, then TS03, which is first the middle
and then the top of the rightmost measuring points. Then TS09 and TS02

solidifies and shortly after TS05, then later the middle-top and middle-middle
points melt very shortly after each other first TS01, TS04, TS08, then finally
TS07. The solidification front progresses horizontally in the−x-direction and
the bottom layer solidifies last. The reason may be because of voids forming,
but most likely the hot wax is trapped at the bottom after the top solidifies
into solid form.

The total loss to the environment is mostly the loss to the left of heat pipe
and the loss on the right, which is about a half that on the left. The three side
control volumes are very close to each other and the temperature distribution
is closely coupled to the energy loss to the environment. The total loss to
the environment is however negligibly small in comparison to the total energy
absorbed in the wax.

During the heat up of the wax control volumes it is observed that the gradient
increases suddenly when the temperature reaches the melting temperature.
The temperature of the wax rises to about 65 ◦C before flattening out again.
In the bottom graph of Figure B.17 the change in temperature and a 30
seconds moving average of the data is taken. It is observed that the change
in temperature in time starts at ∆T = 0.01◦C/s and after some time lowers
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Figure B.13. The power transferred into the water of the heat exchanger
from the heat removal HP2 and the total energy absorbed in the water and
removed from the PCS module.
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Figure B.14. The total energy in each segment of wax during heat up
indicating instantaneous melting in the measuring point
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Figure B.15. The total energy in each segment of wax during cool down
indicating instantaneous solidification in the measuring point
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Figure B.16. The total energy loss to the environment calculated from the
energy PCS system sides

gradually to about ∆T = 0.005◦C/s when it reaches a minimum at 55 ◦C. It
then gradually increases until it reaches a peak of ∆T = 0.013◦C/s at about
61 ◦C Finally it gradually decreases until thermal equilibrium is reached. From
the graph it can be noted that in spite of high heatup temperaures the thermal
inertia of the wax during melting is high. In other words the wax takes a long
time to heat up from 40 ◦C to 59 ◦C. This is because the wax starts to melt
between 40 ◦C and 59 ◦C and it only heats up to 65 ◦C when all the wax in the
control volume has melted. The melting range of the control volume is the
relatively flat heating up part when it measures between 45 ◦C and 59 ◦C. The
peak is then an indication of the time at which all the material in the control
volume has completely melted.

In Figure B.18 on page 119 four horizontal points are indicated. Again
the scale of the change in temperature is used to indicate the times at which
only small temperature gains are achieved, which gives an indication when
melting is initiated and when it is completed. A quick increase in temperature
even though a more or less constant heating up condition exists, indicates
that melting is completed in this section. Figure B.18 depicts the change
in temperature of four thermocouples during a constant temperature heating
experiment, it can be seen that the leftmost control volume melts first, because
it heats up more quickly after 35min of the test, then the central and finally
the rightmost control volume completes its melting phase and all the wax is
now completely melted. The same criteria is used on Figure B.18 where the
three peaks indicate the time at which the leftmost, the central and finally the
rightmost control volumes complete the melting phase.
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Figure B.17. The temperature of the wax during a heat up test and the
instantaneous rate of temperature change as well as the average rate during
the test.
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As can be seen in Figure B.19 on page 120, the power variations in each wax
control volume during heat up starts at a high rate of about 12W according
to . The heat absorption rate then drops down gradually until it reaches a
minimum value of about 4W before it gradually increases again until it finally
drops off to zero. The final quick increase in heat absorption rate may be
because of the melting that is initiated in the PCS control volumes which
increases the rate of heat absorption of the wax.

During the solidification of the wax control volumes the heat transfer rate
starts off at a high rate of heat removal that is absorbed by the cooling water.
This is because of the high temperature difference between the hot melted wax
and the cold cooling water passing through the heat exchanger. The rate of
heat removal then drops off to 10W and stays at this rate of heat removal until
all the wax is solidified. Then the rate of heat removal drops off to zero. At
this point all the wax control volumes are completely solidified and at a low
temperature. In other words the PCS module is now completely cooled.

The heat transfer coefficients resulting from the heat pipe experimental
analysis were found to be quite high at about 3000W/m K in the evaporator
and condenser of the heat removal HP2 for example. This enabled high heat
transfer rates that was uniformly transferred to and from the PCS system.
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Figure B.18. The averaged rates of temperature change for the middle
horizontal level of thermocouples during heat absorption mode.
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Figure B.19. The averaged rates of temperature change for the 9 sections
during heat absorption mode.
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Figure B.20. The averaged rates of temperature change for the middle
horizontal level of thermocouples during heat removal mode.
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evaporator section.
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Figure B.23. The heat transfer coefficient of the heat removal HP2 condensor
section.
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Appendix C

Solar angle calculation and heat
transfer coefficients determination
for the SWH system.

The angle of the sun’s rays in respect to a solar collector determines the
intensity of the incident rays on the solar collector. This angle depends on
the geographic position (longitude λ, latitude σ and orientation γsc) and tilt
angle βsc of the solar collector, the time of day, and the day of the year.

The heat transfer coefficients are dependent on the wind speed Vw, the tem-
perature difference between the glazing Tg and the ambient temperature Tamb
as well as the temperature difference between the glazing and the sky temper-
ature.

C.1 Calculation of the solar angles.

The input variables need to be initialised to set up the particular system
simulation. This includes the geometry of the system and its position and
orientation, as well as the time at which simulation starts taking place. As
the time of simulation increases with each time step, so the variables that
are dependent on time, such as the solar angle and solar irradiance intensity
change. The temperatures of the system change during operation, so also do
the heat transfer rates from the system to the surroundings.

Calculate for each time step the solar angles and solar irradiance. Also cal-
culate the number of seconds that the simulation has been conducted:seconds =
f(secondsi,∆t) The day of the year that the simulation takes place is taken
into consideration in the calculation of B. Adapt the local time to solar time
the day of the year is used to calculate the value of B:

B =
360

365.242
(yearday − 1) (C.1)

The equation of time is calculated according to the day of the year.
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Table C.1. The input conditions for the PCS SWH system analysis.

Date and time Input:
Day of the year: yeardayi
Start hour: houri
Start minute: minutei
Start second: secondi
Geographic location input of Stellenbosch:
Latitude angle
σ = −33.9301 ◦

Longitude angle
λ = 18.8647 ◦

Height above sea level
hsea=136m
Atmospheric pressure
Patm = 98 kPa,
GMT=2.0 (South Africa is in the second meridian)
Position of the solar collector
βsc = 45 ◦,
γsc = 0 ◦.

EoT = 0.258cos(B) − 7.416sin(B)

− 3.648cos(2B) − 9.228sin(2B) (C.2)

The local solar time median is calculated from the GMT value:

LSTM = 15◦GMT (C.3)

The time correction in minutes is determined from the longitude, the local
solar time median and the equation of time:

TC = 4(λ− LSTM) + EoT (C.4)

The local solar time in hours is calculated from the local time and the time
correction value. If the value is smaller than zero then 24 hours is added to
the LST value.

LST = hour +
minute

60
+
second

3600
+
TC

60
(C.5)
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The hour angle in degrees is then calculated from the local solar time.

ω = 15(LST − 12) (C.6)

The declination angle at which the earth is tilted is calculated with B which
is dependent on the day of the year

δ = asin(sin(23.45)sin(B)) (C.7)

The altitude angle at which the sun is relative to the horizon of the earth
is calculated with the different solar angles

α = asin
(
sin(δ)sin(σ) + cos(δ)cos(σ)cos(ω)

)
(C.8)

The zenith angle θz can now be calculated as the angle that the sun is
relative to the vertical.

θz = 90 − α (C.9)

The azimuth angle γ is the angle of the sun’s position relative to North= 0◦.

γ = acos
(sin(δ)cos(σ) − cos(δ)sin(σ)cos(ω)

cos(α)

)
(C.10)

At solar noon the local solar time LST = 12. At this time the sun is north
of the object and the azimuth angle γ must be corrected to be west facing by
using the following relation.

γc = 2π − γ (C.11)

These are all the important solar angles that characterises where the sun
will be at any time of the year relative to the solar collector position, except the
incident angle that the solar collector makes with the sun which is calculated
in Equation C.18. The intensity of the solar irradiance is also an important
parameter and is determined with the following relation:
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Ia = 1367
(

1 + 0.034cos(
360yearday

365.25
)
)

(C.12)

The coefficients that are used for clear sky analysis are the following:

a0 = 0.4237 − 0.00821
(

6 − hsea
1000

)2

(C.13)

a1 = 0.5055 + 0.00595
(

6.5 − hsea
1000

)2

(C.14)

a2 = 0.2711 + 0.01858
(

2.5 − hsea
1000

)2

(C.15)

The direct normal irradiation is calculated from these coefficients

In = Ia

(
a0 + a1e

−a2
cos(θz)

)
(C.16)

The diffuse solar irradiation can also be calculated from these coefficients and
the total solar irradiation.

Id = Iacos(θz)
(

0.271 − 0.2939(a0 + a1e
−a2cos(θz))

)
(C.17)

The angle at which the solar radiation acts on the solar collector is described
by the incident angle ι.

ι = acos
(
sin(α)cos(βsc) + cos(α)sin(βsc)cos(γsc − γc)

)
(C.18)

The solar angles are plotted in Figure C.1. The hour angle ω which varies
from -180◦ at the start of the solar day to 180◦ at the end of the solar day.
The altitude angle α which crosses the horizon or 0◦ line during sunrise and
sunset is also shown. The zenith angle θsc is the angle that the sun makes
with the vertical and it crosses the 90◦ line during sunset and sunrise. The
corrected azimuth angle γc is the angle of the sun relative to true North. The
angle is 0◦ just before solar noon and 360◦ just after solar noon. The incident
angle indicates whether sunlight is incident on the tilted solar collector, when
the angle is smaller than 90◦, then solar irradience is incident upon the solar
collector.

It = Insin(α) + Id (C.19)
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Figure C.1. The solar angles for two consecutive days that relates to the
solar irradiance intensity determination.

The total incident solar irradiation upon the solar collector is described by
the following relation:

Ġsc = Incos(ι) + Id

(
1 +

cos(βsc)

2

)
+ ρsurrIt

(
1 − cos(βsc)

2

)
(C.20)

The components of the solar radiation incident on the solar collector is
plotted in Figure C.2. The total normal irradiation on a horizontal surface In,
as well as the diffuse component on a clear day Id is plotted, along with the total
direct and diffuse solar irradiation on a horizontal surface and finally the total
incident solar irradiation that includes the reflection from the surroundings
Ġsc that is used as input condition to the solar collector.

C.2 Calculation of the ambient air and the sky
temperature.

The temperature of the ambient air in degrees Celsius is derived from solar
data during summer.

Tamb = 22.5 + 7.5
(
− cos

( π
12

(houri + seconds/3600)
))

(C.21)
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Figure C.2. The solar irradiance components for two consecutive days.

In a similar fashion the relative humidity is determined by fitting a simple
sine curve through 5 summer days in Stellenbosch.

ωrel = 0.6 − 0.2
(
− cos

( π
12

(houri +
seconds

3600
)
))

(C.22)

The vapour pressure is a function of the relative humidity and the tabulated
ambient temperatures. An exponential curve is fitted through the data.

Pv = ωrel647.4073345572e0.0622124839Tamb (C.23)

From this vapour pressure the dew point temperature may be determined:

Tdp =
log( Pv

647.4073345572
)

0.0622124839
(C.24)

In the case where θz < 90◦ the sun is above the horizon relative to the solar
collector and, the daytime sky temperatures are calculated according to the
following relation:

εsky = 0.727 + 0.006Tdp (C.25)
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But in the case where θz ≥ 90◦ the nighttime radiation correlations are
used.

εsky = 0.741 + 0.0062Tdp (C.26)

Now the sky temperature may be determined with the aid of the coefficient
εsky calculated above.

Tsky = (εsky(Tamb + 273.15)4)0.25 − 273.15 (C.27)

The surrounding ambient and sky temperatures are calculated and it is used
to determine the heat losses to the environment. The heat transfer coefficients
need to be determined for each time step to fully quantify both the convective
and radiation losses of each component of the PCS SWH. For both these
losses the surface temperature needs to be determined and in the case of the
convective losses the film temperature needs to be determined to determine
the fluid properties at these temperatures. The heat transfer coefficients form
part of the resistances that are used to set up the thermal resistance network.
With this network in place the heat transfer rates are determined and finally
the new temperatures for the new time step are determined for the numerical
thermal resistance model. The solar radiation input heats up the collector,
the PCS and the geyser, and as it is heated up the losses to the environment
increase. The heat loss correlations are incorporated into the SWH model that
incorporates an additional PCS system.
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